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We would like to dedicate this edition of COLOURS to 
those who manage to put up with us on a daily basis without 

the help of psychoanalysis or Prozac.

You know who you are and we thank you.



‘Editor's Note

COLOURS is an anthology of the creative efforts of the 
Carroll College student body. "Anthology" derives from the 
Greek amhologia, meaning a gathering of blossoms to form a 
bouquet. Since consideration of balance and selection govern 
the art of flower arrangement, to paraphrase the Lord Chancellor 
in Gilbert and Sullivan's lolanthe,"l fancy the same might apply 
to the book, so included in this anthology are selected poems, 
short stories, and essays."

Poetry and prose are intended to invoke an intense, visceral 
reaction within the reader. To inspire real emotion and provoca
tive thoughts or ideas. Our enthusiasm for poetry and literature 
has prompted us to try and include a variety so that all reading 
tastes should be accommodated by this edition. We hope that this 
anthology will do all of this and more.

We, the editors, would like to thank Suzanne Hunger for 
providing us with the opportunity to do COLOURS this year. We 
know she had our doubts as we proved the statement, "If it 
weren't for the last minute—we wouldn't get anything done"—over 
and over.

Enjoy this edition of COLOURS.

(Donna (Benjamin & 
Tina ‘Bruun

COOTE LIBRARY CARROLL COLLEGE
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OETRY

If I read a book and it makes my whole being 
so cold no fire can ever warm me, I know that 
is poetry. If I feebphysically as if the top of my 
head were taken off I know that is poetry.

-Emily Dickinson



Forever

a look.................................gulp
a wink..

...goosebumps
a smile...

with promises of tomorrows to come.

a kiss so soft.........................so
eternal.

a band
... held in sickness, 

in health,
in good times, 

in bad.

a hand held in love 
'til death do us part.

tears,
parting,

a promise to wait

... for eternity.

— featc ferric
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(Precious Nuggets

“Why?” the baby girl cried,
“Did you save me from death? *

From the beginning you knew me,
You had counted my every breath.

A plan for my life you had,
Fearfully and wonderfully I was made.”

A precious nugget You polished,
Someday to accept Him as He bade.

“Why?” the little girl wondered,
“Did I feel neglected and without mirth.”

Many times she felt abandoned
Despite fourteen siblings on this earth.

Yet, she would not trade them
For all the world’s lusters.

Another precious nugget You polished
Are the childhood memories she musters.

“Why?” the young girl achingly asked,
“Did he rob me, my being he clutched.”

He said he was a man of God,
Yet he destroyed what he touched.

The pain, in her heart, she stuffed.
One day with Christ’s love to forgive and find compassion.

Another precious nugget You polished,
Allowing the healing to fashion.

“Why?” the young mother asked,
“Didn’t anyone to me reveal,

That the love of these children
Would be lasting and real?”

When things seemed impossible,
Strength came from somewhere.

Another precious nugget You polished,
No longer the burdens she bore.

“Why?” the wife asked,
“Did I allow all his rages?”
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He says the Bible tells wives to submit,
His anger continues for ages.

Hurts and abuse she suppressed,
For love one day believing.

Another precious nugget You polished,
Cante about from healing.

“Why?” the hurting woman asked,
“Please, someone answer this wife.”

He took this as an invitation
And unlocked the “anger closet” in her life.

He showed her forgiveness and worth,
Even though she’d been despised.

Another precious nugget You polished,
The great God had revised.

"Why?" the older student asked 
"Today she is here."

At times it seems impossible
To continue another year.

Then his strength and direction,
He reveals to her from above.

Another precious nugget You polished,
To her class through her, He’ll show His love.

“Why?” the woman asked
“Did it end in divorce?”

He promises the husband that He’ll be
with love, honor, and respect, of course.

Now to Him all she submits,
He fulfills all her needs.

Another precious nugget You polished,
His steps she follows as He leads.

“Why?” she asks of her Father,
“Are those pebbles glistening.”

He tells her of all her nuggets 
As she walks listening.

“Every hurt in your life
Has been used by your Father

To make the most beautiful, precious GOLD nugget, 
Martha, my daughter, a mother.

-Martha Biegter
-12-



Saturday Mornings

As you lie beside me, arms curled about 
Crushing my breasts-my bladder rages, screams. 

Caught between the agony & the thought 
Of disturbing your quiet dreams,

I nibble & bite your soft lower lip,
Tasting. You whimper softly. Your hair curls 

Around your ears when you sleep.
In your dreams you purr.

I deny my bladder & the fullness that 
Threatens to burst & down my leg, run.

I’d rather watch your eyes rapidly twitch,
Or cling to your day-old cologne.

Never mind that my bladder can’t keep 
Still. I prefer the heat of your sigh, so small, 

The moment, the second after you sleep—
To kiss that space behind your ear, your navel

& savor the taste of your fingertips.
Quite honestly, I’d rather cradle your hips.

-‘Donna ‘Benjamin

CORETTE LIBRARY CARROLL CULLLtsi.
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‘LLntitkrf

wife
friend

“other-half”
teacher
student
mentor
nurture!’

lover

a human doing

widow

wife
friend

“other-half"
teacher
student
mentor
nurture!’

lover

no more

a human being
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a ghost
an insubstantial wisp of human form

my past
is buried in the ground

my future
is empty

my present
so painful.......

...it cannot be real.
I pause a moment.... to bask in memories of our love...and...

...ever so slowly...lift my foot......... and take................

one

step.

—9(ate Jerrie

-1$-



Songs About the. *M^g Ones

Young Godiva

Bare-bottomed and giggling, she galloped out 
To escape a taxing situation, to flout 
The powdering, the fastenings, the confining plastic, 
The inevitable chaffing caused by elastic;
But, alas! Young Godiva’s hideout was deciphered, 
Whereupon, she was captured,

cuddled,
and diapered!

The Peek-A-Boo Boy

When I close my eyes, and cover them like so—
Then suddenly I disappear! And no one ever knows 
Where I have gone....I’m hidden from all view,
Until I drop my hands, and shout, “Peek-a-boo!"

Just when my eyes pop open, I see a startled face!
My Papa never understands how I got back to my place. 
Oh, how I love to fool him, and disappear—I do!
Until I say the magic words, “Papa, peek-a-boo!”

He’s Just A Little Boy!

When ‘Thaniel wakes in the morning, he’s oh so mild and meek, 
He rubs the sleep from his eyes, and let’s out a soft squeak.
No one would ever guess that in a very few moments,
The sleepy, cuddly little boy will leave a tail like a comet!
He’s here! He’s there! Soon, lie’s everywhere!
Juice is spitted, cereal’s upended, and the cal hides in terror.
The rooms fill up with ‘art work’; and there’s a little on the wall, 
Legos, Power Rangers, and pudding cups clutter up the hall.
But, when the others scream, ‘“Thaniel! Pick up your toys!”
His Daddy always says, “Now kids, lie’s just a little boy!”

—Lonita Lee DaCton
-16-



Steps

With each labored movement,
The green rocking chair moaned 

& sighed, rusted with age. 
Wrapped about the slender form,

A patchwork quilt of yellow & blue
Dragged against the dirtied floor.

A little girl slept.
Hugging her against his chest,

The man inhaled the scent of clean
Hair, candy-cane breath & kissed 

Her forehead, her nose, her cheekbone 
& the curve of her brow. His coarse,

Calloused hand touched a single, 
Blond curl; it instinctively embraced 
His finger. With one fluid movement

He stood & carried her upstairs—

Stumbling once on the seventh step—
As the slam of the suitcase echoed 

Down the hall. Smiling in her sleep, 
She snuggled deeper into her bed

While squeezing the man’s hand before
He kissed her check once again.

The suitcase stood accusingly beside 
A silent, closed door. Without

Pausing, he picked it up-leaving 
Without a backward glance.

In the empty seat beside him, a bouquet 
Of dandelions (already wilted)
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Were smashed by the suitcase.
While he absently backed out 

Of the driveway & out of their lives,
He glanced up, only to see her.

The car stopped & his hand, mid- 
Air, froze. Hair tousled in sleep, a golden halo 

Above her white curls & the one-legged 
Teddy clutched in her hand—she stood alone

In the light. Her eyes were luminous—
Or was it the moon’s reflection?

And her lower lip trembled- 
Or was it the cold?

He turned away, eyes clouded 
With tears. (The same shade as those 

Watching him from the porch.) He shifted, 
Driving away. He didn’t look back.

-‘Donna ‘Benjamin
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SMosfifiuckfers
(Glade’s explanation of the detention slip)

Bloody pirates were we three 
Standing strong in our galoshes, 
Ready to conquer land and sea 
We reveled mostly in our schloshes.

Schloshbucklers, yo ho!
And a bottle of kool aid rum, 
Schloshbucklers, hi yo!
We are most adventuresome.

The tide crept along the beach 
Where we were forced to land,
With vast treasures in our reach 
We pressed on bravely through the sand.

Schloshbucklers, yo ho!
Wooden slat swords at our sides, 
Schloshbucklers, hi yo!
One G.I. Joe helmet besides.

We conquered one great sea....puddle.... 
Il was far more than knee high.
By Saint Francis, such a struggle,
We were swimming for our lives!

I have a patch on one eye
And I swagger just like so,
Is that Long John Silver I spy?
Man the sails! Hi-yi-yo!

We are off chasing Long John 
With an old towel and a stick,
This board is what I sail on,
We’ll catch that Silver lickety-split!

Our galoshes were all muddy,
So we washed them in a pool,
Our swords, they were all bloody, 
We stashed them for after school.
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Bragging men of courage
We sauntered into class,
Were seated with a flourish,
We were not saved by being brash.

Teacher didn’t seem to care,
She sent us out, hands on her hips,
To collect other treasures,
Pink detention slips!

Schloshbucklers, yo ho!
And a bottle of kool aid rum! 
Schloshbucklers, hi yo!
And now my tale is done,
And now my tale is done.

-Lonita Lee Dutton
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years

Only when darkness falls
are they allowed to do the same.

In the middle of the night,
they grow and rage like a

storm.

As twilight shimmers over the 
mountain tops,

so do they shimmer in your eyes.

For your tears come and go like the 
wind;

your tears only wash down your face 
at night.

-Tina (Bruun
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It always attacks at night when you’re alone,
Dreaming of lovers & hot English tea,
Or eating rocky-road ice cream in

A bathtub of whipped cream & one maraschino cherry. 
It always strikes when you’re contemplating 
Dancing naked in front of the pet beetle, Baci.

It never lends itself as a welcome
Diversion while you’re bored & discussing 
Cross-stitch, knitting & original sin

With Aunt Gertrude or mail-ordering
Husbands with Mom (thankfully two states away). 
No. Not it. It needs no invitation.

Instead, it’s timing is difficult....(AAAGH- 
CHOO!) to match, sneaking up & where’s the tissue?

-‘Donna ‘Benjamin
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<&(ood

You could feel it, 
smell it,

but you couldn’t see it.

It was close,
the raw stench of it

filled your nostrils.

The darkness enveloped your soul;
you didn’t know where to turn,

which direction to choose, 
until your head began to reel.

Standing upon the open floor,
your eyes lost focus;

your thoughts began to whirl.

You search for a wall to steady 
yourself against,

but as you reach out to control
the movements of your body,

you felt the sticky wetness on the wall.

It was running down the wall, 
like syrup dripping off

the trunk of a tree, 
thick.

-Tina 'Bruun
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(Poem for 'Drosophila mefanogaster

Snatched from the orange orchards of balmy Florida
and shipped to the dim lit shelves of Carolina
Biological Supply, your distant ancestor
(at least a hundred generations of larva and pupa
since that day) adjusted to life as a high school genetics project.

You flitter about the 50 cc of your Fruit Fly pad,
eating your folic acid-fortified banana meal mush,
anxiously mating with the sepia-eyed, vestigial-winged lady, 
and her sister, too,
before your two weeks of allotted life expire,
and you sniff the ether while a high school punk inspects 
your wild traits—red eyes, functional wings.

-Jamie S. Venues
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‘Joseph

Leisure suit Lucifer
Barren chest strewn with gold
Thick fingers strum the wood while
cheap cigarettes burn from the ashtray
Six empty shot glasses chaotically arranged before him
His sleazy eyes leer at me
Smile of a politician cracks his leather face
Leopard skin shielding a wolf
Peering through the smoke
Searching for a lamb
Prey for the predator
Finding only whores
Innocence void
Last call reveals nothing....
Alone again.

—Dakota Dozen (Pritchett
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In Search of (Blue Sfy

Flying down the highway in a Buick 
Soaring
Searching for freedom.
Crumbling grey skies
Bathing in rebellion of powder blue 
Independence shines.
Aurora.
Four years dead
Resisted by steel.
Symbolic sisters bound by pain. 
Eternal freedom.
Lasting remnants of April’s Fool. 
Scarred for life 
But alive.

-“Dakota (Dawn (Pritc/iett
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SvykXpse

A single rose 
It need not be ten 

Could show the love 
Of one hundred men

My rose, however,
Does not only show love,

It also says that 
It is you that I’m thinking of

When I’m on the road 
Or home to stay

It is you whom I miss 
When I am away

So please accept 
For this rose will last long

As a symbol of our true love 
That will always be strong

-Jim Lynam (J'P.L.)
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(Distance

As I leave for school, you bid me adieu 
You say “I will write and always be true.”

It is an emotional time for us to go through.

“Distance makes the heart grow fonder” they say,
I often wonder and often pray 

To get that closeness back one day.

But, this doesn’t happen and time fades on. 
Wishing you could be home, realizing everything's gone 

A sad fairy tale, a painful love song.

It is very hard to be away,
But “I will write and call each day,”

How easy those words are to say.

How sad this is, but you know it is true 
“Out of sight, out of mind,” and out of love, too

ls the theory that applies to you.

-Jim Lynam (J.T.L.)
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(Zfe Nightmare
Memory: A trail in the Three Sisters Wilderness

a misty fairy-like land with fronds, ferns, ancient trees, and 
mushrooms.
I rest on the velvet cushion of a moss*eovered log, the land of 
the elves, perfect world of J.R. Tolkien.

The climb higher to a mountain lake filled with crystal clear 
spring run-off,

Next morning—the steep ascension up the ridge along the creek.
A loud rumble meets our ears, water rushes down from the

snow-covered mountains, creating a gorge.
The spray from the waterfall above soaks our bodies, refresh

ing our soul. A deafening roar of the waterfall one hundred 
feet above drowns all other sounds. David’s “Amazing Grace.

Another memory: Another hike, I round a bend of a cliff & 
come face to face with a doe; 
two large brown eyes stare into mine.
We stand in silence, that doe and I,
knowing, one animal to another,
one beating heart to another,
until she bounds down the slope with her
white tail waving.
Stunned, I stand silent in the stillness feeling 
more like animal than human.

A Summit: High on the ridge in the early morning light,
the clouds billow below me like a sea of white foam; 
the sun warms the earth,
the clouds rise and I become one with the whiteness, 
oblivious to everything else.
I can reach out and touch the whiteness, feel it in my lungs, 
dampness on my hair.
The clouds rise further into the sky; now they arc above me, 
the green uncut forests below stretch to the sunlit horizon; 
it begins to rain, a fine mist from the soft billows from which I 
have just emerged.

Dream: The man with the smirk on his face stands in my kitchen.
“You can’t stop me” he says as he brushes me off like a 
bothersome flea.
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Camper trailers line the street readied for the annual spring 
ritual to national forest lands.
He climbs in his Lincoln Continental, unfettered.
"*&%!#!!," I yell and he drives off, oblivious and uncaring. 
Development is the name of his game.

Reality: Proposals to sell federal land leased by ski areas;
Bills to transfer BLM lands to the states 
advocating the privatization of all public lands 
the rewriting the Endangered Species Act;
Moves to open the Arctic Refuge in Alaska to oil and gas 
exploration;
The opening of roadless public lands to logging, 
threatening our children’s birthright, our national heritage. 
Dream and reality merge, obliterating our lands and my fond 
memories.

Recent memory: While gathering pine boughs and Christmas trees, 
my friend and I stand in a quiet moment.
The snow silently falls, covering the trees with soft whiteness. 
We walk along a path and stumble upon an old mining claim 
which went deep into the earth.
An elk crosses a path in a clearing below us.
The water in the creek down the steep ridge flows gently, 
calling us to its source.
As we reach the water’s edge, we startle a buck.
Once again I look around me and treasure this land.

Nightmare: A scenic viewpoint on the Continental Divide.
I look lo the east across the land where I can no longer hike.
A marker on the trailhead proclaims the words: “Closed, no 
trespassing, private land.” The land has been clearcut, the dcei 
and elk gone.
The creek —muddy and full of rubble.
Next year the building begins.
Soon this area, which used to provide shelter for wildlife and 
solitude for man,
gorged, plowed under, developed.
Why didn’t we see this disaster coming?
Now that it's gone, it is loo late.

Or is it?
-rDe6raJ. ‘Witfiaws
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for one. advances confidently in the direction of 
his dreams, and endeavors to live the life which 
he has imagined, he will meet with a success 
unexpected in common hours.

-(Henry (David Thoreau



Chicken Little. Syndrome.

Saturday, every Saturday at precisely 7 o’clock p.m., I fly with 
lightning speed through the jetways (some weary pedestrians like to call 
them grocery aisles) of County Market in a frantic attempt to discover 
dirt-cheap groceries and exit the store in a record breaking time of 30 
minutes.

On an average shopping day, I usually only hit two small chil
dren, three senior citizens, and one bag boy. All in all, I normally rack 
up 15 points in fly-by collisions—not shabby. What can I say? When 1 
yell, “on your left"-like any considerate marathoner to warn the people 
in front of him to get the heck out of the way—the shoppers in my path, 
who must be suffering from rigormortis, are incapable of clearing a path 
for my race-cart. It's affectionately christened Silver.

Apparently, the hordes of people at Country Market don’t realize 
that for every minute that they waste in grocery shopping hell their lives 
pass them by. Fortunately, I fully comprehend the urgency of the situa
tion because I have memoirs to write, mountains to climb, and the desire 
to become a god by the year 2000. Consequently, it is absolutely essen
tial that I reach the finish line, the County Market cashier, in a sound- 
barrier-breaking speed of 30 minutes. Thus I can avoid tossing my life 
into the cosmic trash bin because of my incapability to finish 20 projects 
simultaneously. At the rate I’m going, I’ll have to wait until the year 
2002 to receive my honorary certificate of immortality.

Clearly, I, as countless other unfortunates, suffer from a type 
A personality. For those blessed souls out there who have avoided be
ing knocked down by us type A people: typically, we can be identified 
as high stress creatures that suffer from the overachiever syndrome. 
Often we appear stressed-out and at first glance resemble a time bomb 
about to detonate at any given second. Luckily, most people can spot 
us now before we explode into a million pieces, taking innocent by
standers with us, due to the massive amount of literature written about 
our condition. This material, of course, was produced by my type A 
comrades who felt an intense desire to communicate our tragic state to 
the world.

Interestingly, many authors inform the masses that we are not 
responsible for our behavior. In a way, they make us out to sound like 
people possessed by Satan; it’s the devil’s fault not ours for our crazed 
antics. Who knows, maybe we are possessed by demons? I do know 
several type A people who can force their heads to spin around in 360
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degree circles in times of anxiety. Much like that nice, little girl on the 
Exorcist.

We poor writers, afflicted already with immense anxiety, likely en
countered only more diabolical stress related activities while bringing 
our story to the world. After all, authors need to hurdle editors, writer’s 
block, and countless other obstacles to see theit books in print. Certainly, 
a few fellow stress cases did not reach their goal of publishing a manual 
on stress and the panacea for the syndrome because of the pressure asso
ciated with seeing their book in print. Many probably exploded sponta
neously like cherry bombs. Stress does that to a person. Trust me, several 
Carroll students often provide quite an impressive fireworks display dur
ing finals week, especially those biology students.

Even more alarming, the authors of these self-help books lacked 
the ability to listen to their own words. For instance, that poor woman 
who wrote Meditations For Women Who Do Too Much certainly dramati
cally increased her currently hectic life by sharing her meditations with 
the world. Geehz, it amazes me that she even found time to meditate 
while publishing a written document. Heck, I can’t even find time to 
shower during finals week. If only she would heed her own advice and 
take a few minutes to reflect on her life, she might gather the strength 
through meditation to calm her weary soul. Her life probably would not 
be so busy, and a new world of relaxation could open up to her. The 
demon of stress would leave her soul forever.

Speaking of women who do too much, my friend Bertha, one of 
the many proud owners of Meditations For Woman Who Do Too Much, 
also puts her life in jeopardy daily by running a dangerous gauntlet of 
activities, which no rational human could accomplish in one day. Her 
lifestyle someday will probably cause her to ignite as other type A per
sonalities have in the past, thus providing a beautiful display of light for 
the world. Bertha’s explosion will probably be attributed to her feeling 
compelled to work 30 hours a week, take 18 credits, participate in the 
Honors program, and somehow fit in Forensics into her already chaotic 
life. Even though Bertha realizes she is overburdening herself, she still 
repeatedly informs me she must enrich her life by performing all these 
activities at once since she might die any day. Members of her family 
tend to die young. I wonder why; could they have all been human Fourth 
of July firework displays too?

Many famous human time bombs have justified their behavior on 
the grounds of their rapidly approaching death. For example, Bach died 
frantically composing music on his organ. Bach worked so diligently 
because he thought the Grim Reaper was rapidly coming to take his life
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away. Due to his rapidly approaching demise, Bach feared he would never 
compose the perfect musical piece. As a typical type A perfectionist, he 
likely believed his other compositions never reached the level of perfec
tion he desired. Bach lacked the ability to view himself objectively and 
say, “good enough.” He should have read Meditations For Men Who Do 
Too Much written by Stuart Smiley the helpful counselor on “Saturday 
Night Live.” As Smiley always says, "I’m good enough. I’m smart enough. 
And, gosh darn’t people like me.” What words of wisdom.

Equally, Bertha, as all type A personalities, suffers from the be
lief that nothing they do ever reaches the mythical standards society sets 
for them. Consequently, Bertha runs at an incredibly rapid rate to catch 
up with elusive expectations, which get increasingly difficult to reach as 
she meets previous goals. Nothing is ever good enough. The standards 
she sets for herself are much like the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow; 
that stupid, spiteful leprechaun moves the gold every time you get close.

This feeling of chasing after a fictional pot of gold is very com
mon in people with type A personalities. Dreadfully, I think this condi
tion is often passed down from generation to generation. For instance, 
my Mom has the time bomb syndrome. Mom not only works, cleans house, 
and performs her other maternal and wifely duties, but, in addition, she 
spends 26 hours a day worrying incessantly about her precious babies. 
After all, if she forgot to worry for a couple of minutes, some terrible fate 
could land upon her children due to her lack of attentiveness. I affection
ately label my Mother’s condition the “Chicken Little Syndrome” because 
for Mom and other type A personalities the sky always appears as if it’s 
plummeting to the Earth. Furthermore, only their constant vigilance of 
the sky dropping to the ground can delay the sky inevitably crashing sol
idly on their front doorstep. My Mother also owns several stress-help
books, which she feels are invaluable sources of information.

Due to my mother’s constant fear that Armageddon is approaching
any day, I also find myself fearing that the sky will fall. Because if my all 
knowing Mother sees my life coming to an end, how can I not see the 
danger of my risky behavior? After all, walking across the street can be 
more dangerous than I ever imagined, and I foolishly put myself in ex
treme danger by crossing the street daily. So, I frequently find myself 
worrying, a little bashfully, about my ever approaching dance with death. 
According to my perception and other type A personalities' view, the sky 
is always falling, and that damn Leprechaun keeps hiding the pot of gold. 
No matter how hard we try nothing ever satisfies our hunger for perfec
tion.
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Clearly, Bertha, my Mom, Bach, and I need to sit down and reas
sess our lives. Possibly, we should spend time meditating on our actions. 
Obviously, our behavior is not capturing the pot of gold at the end of the 
rainbow. At a last resort, we probably should do as Stuart Smiley tells us 
while wearing his powerful baby blue cardigan that inspires respect-and 
sit in front of a mirror and repeat after him, “I’m good enough. I’m smart 
enough. And, gosh darn’t people like me.” Because that is the only way 
we’ll be able to feel like the sky isn’t falling down on top of us and escape 
Bach’s fate, dying while composing a piece of music and life had passed 
him by.

More importantly, we human time bombs need to realize some
thing that cannot be taught by books or self-help seminars. We need to 
fully conceptualize the value of the day; the glory of the world around us. 
Another incomprehensibly dreadful symptom of being a type A personal
ity, you tend to lose sight of the really important things in life: God, fam
ily, friends, and the magnificent gift of a simple breath.

Yes, the tasks of the day need to be accomplished, but do these 
menial tasks really need to take precedence over the value of the mo
ment. After all, homework, chores, earning straight A's, being perfect, an 
impossible task to achieve, rarely leads to happiness. It is the simple 
things that bring us the most profound joy, such as a sunrise, a smile of a 
passing child, and caring for others. To capture this joy one simply needs 
to look past one's self. These are all things you cannot learn from a book. 
You acknowledge the magnificent beauty surrounding you by living. 
Ironically, it seems people like us, who are constantly worried about not 
meeting certain standards, missing out on life, and not making our mark 
on the world, should be the most concerned about “sucking the marrow 
out of life.” Unfortunately our anxiety provides an unimaginably steep 
wall, which often seems impossible to climb over. The only every day 
miracle we can view is the falling of the sky.

People suffering from an upcoming detonation, in my opinion, 
do not need another book. They need to come to the realization that the 
moment must be grasped. Believe it or not, no matter what, the world will 
go on if our shiny stallion Silver, the speedy race-cart, does not reach the 
checkout lane in 30 minutes.

--"Rob 'Doughten
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Love, Laughs and Latte’

Movies portray love as delicate and sensuous. Films are particu
larly eager to exploit the romance of “love at first sight." As if every 
man and woman in the world will find happiness if they can just lay 
their eyes on their soul mate once. Well, I hate to burst the bubble, but 
the first time I met my husband-to-be was anything but delicate and 
sensuous. It’s really a very unique story, however. I’m sure once I tell 
the story Warner Brothers will be clamoring for the movie rights.

Ever have one of those days where everything just went wrong? 
A day, I think you ladies can agree here, where even oxygen got on 
your nerves? Well, on June 17, 1993, I was having one of those days.

At three o’clock on that hot summer day in Santee, California, I 
was exiting the movie theater with my current male attachment, Joshua 
Liberty Sundance Steele. I kid you not, that is his real name. Do you 
think his mom did one sugar cube too many? You just have to love the 
sixties.

This relationship was about four months old at this point and do I 
mean old! Good looking and well developed, Josh was very easy on the 
eyes. It was your nerves you had to worry about. Joshua held some 
very unconventional ideas about the relationship between man and 
wife. For instance his favorite joke was: “How do you load the dish
washer? Get your wife drunk."

At first I didn’t notice this particular shortcoming. Yet, on that 
hot summer day he was performing above his usual level of irritancy.
On and on he went about the improbability of female heroines. Finally 
his attitude became so high and mighty that I decided it was time to 
bring his little Italian butt back into the realm of reality.

About this time we were sitting in my favorite espresso bar. 
Espresso Yourself is in the same complex as the theater so it became a 
tradition with my friends and me to gather around steamy lattes and 
shoot the breeze. Unfortunately Josh was not merely shooting the 
breeze, he was a semi-automatic weapon with lungs. I couldn’t take it. 
One more crack about the meekness of females and he was going down. 
“And another thing,” he said, "Having females as heroines in historical 
films is just plain stupid. Everyone knows that the men did all the work. 
Men are the strongest of the sexes and therefore the most durable. All 
women did was make more men. That was their only contribution.” 
Well, that was it. It was time for some serious eye-opening.
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For the next ten minutes I used every ounce of my lung capac
ity to tell Josh exactly what I thought of his views. Durable? Right.
I’ve seen those penis-possessing persons with the inflatable pectorals 
and rock hard thighs, but I bet if Mr. MIGHTY had to experience so 
much as one labor pain he'd kill himself. How dare he suggest that 
women are incapable of anything except say, cooking in the kitchen or 
the bedroom. I may not be one of those “femi-n^zi’s” out there cheer
ing Loraine Bobbett, but I do know when it is time to stand up for my 
sex.

Josh thought he would appeal to my sense of history by con
versing on how the past shows man to be the hunter, thinker, and pro
tector of his people. Get real! Welcome to the nineties. I hardly think 
locking the door when you leave and spearing the occasional pork roast 
at Safeway qualifies you as Tarzan. And as far as being a thinker goes, 
forget it. The only reason women weren’t running the show is because 
they had to stand back and clean up the mess men had made. Men were 
the ones who decided it would be an intelligent idea to pack the wife, 
three kids, and rocking chair in a wagon covered in cotton tarp and ride 
through Indian-infested territory. Men were the ones who decided the 
A-bomb would really look cool when it went off. Frankly, if it weren’t 
for men, things might be a lot better around here.

Thirty minutes into my tirade, and still going strong, I noticed a 
man sitting on a bench near us. I was content to ignore him until he 
made a fatal mistake. He spoke.

“Hey, come on. We’re not all that bad.” That was all he said, 
but it was enough. Without a second thought I whirled around and 
started in on him as a member of penis-possessors everywhere. I 
treated him with more ease than Josh, however, since he was a total 
stranger.

I finished my tirade and stared at him. His mouth hung slightly 
open and his eyes were round with shock. He didn’t say anything, just 
stared at me. Next he held up his thumb and forefinger about a centi
meter apart.

“That’s about how big I feel right now. Thank you.” Again he 
went silent. I came to my senses and tried to sputter out an apology, but 
Josh was already dragging me out the door. We broke up later that 
week deciding it would be less psychologically damaging to fight as 
friends. We still do.

A year went by and so did the guys. Nobody special. One, 
however, was persistent. Travis Fowler never liked taking "no" for an 
answer. So, every time he’d trap me into doing something with him, I’d
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invite seven or eight other couples to join us. I wanted as many people 
around as possible so Travis could never get too personal.

One night he approached me with two tickets to see my favorite 
comedian, Gallagher. Just two tickets. Me and him side by side for two 
hours, maybe even sharing an armrest. The thought did not appeal to 
me but for Gallagher I would suffer.

The show was fabulous. Afterwards, I realized Travis was a 
good guy. He never tried to hold hands, cuddle...not even the old "yawn 
and stretch" routine. I was actually a little disappointed. Yet, I was also 
relieved. I decided to extend our date an hour or so in exchange for a 
steamy latte at Espresso Yourself.

When we arrived the first thing I noticed was a very attractive 
man sitting behind the bar. Big shoulder, dark fine hair. Everything 
fine except his wardrobe. The baby-blue sweater with the tear down the 
side had to go.

We sat and ordered our drinks. Everything was all cozy and 
fun until Travis had to blow it by placing his hand a good two inches 
too high on my thigh. Gallagher or no Gallagher, I hate being pawed in 
public. I hate being pawed in private for that matter. I tried to get the 
point across by flirting with the guy on the other side of the counter. He 
looked familiar. I tried to place him, but didn’t have any luck.

We talked for two hours, completely excluding Travis. This 
guy was so cute! Those big brown eyes, the baby face grin that...no, it 
couldn’t be...but it was. All of a sudden my brain had done a mental 
match-up. The guy I’d been hitting on for over an hour was the same 
guy I had verbally torn apart nearly a year ago.

What was I to do? I’d already started to like this guy but if he 
recognized me, I knew I was dead before I could even get out of the 
starting gate. I tried to carry on the conversation, but my mind had 
melted. I tried to say something off the cuff. I told him the torn sweater 
he was wearing made him look like a transient, but the word slipped out 
transvestite. Oh my gosh, talk about blowing it. I was so embarrassed.

The man looked at me for about two seconds and then did the 
most unbelievable thing. He laughed. He laughed and laughed for ten 
minutes. I laughed too and Travis...well, Travis had apparently left 
some time earlier. We just laughed all the harder. Him with his torn 
sweater and me with no ride home.

Greg, I finally remembered to ask his name, drove me home 
that night. I kept looking at him from the side of my eye. Did he recog
nize me? Was he just being polite by not mentioning last year? I had to 
know. After he shook my hand goodnight and turned back to his car, I
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called after him.
“I guess all guys aren’t as bad as I sometimes say they are. I’m 

sorry I didn't recognize who you were. If it makes you feel better, I 
only feel about this big right now." With that I held up my thumb and 
forefinger about a centimeter apart and looked him in the eyes.

Slowly he turned and stared at me. I just knew he was about to 
pull out the paper I’d wrote my number on and burn it in effigy on my 
driveway. Instead, he stared at me. He stared at me like I was one of 
those 3-D posters you see in the mall. The kind you have to stare at like 
a vegetable, going in and out of focus, for ten minutes just to make out 
an image. Finally he did that unexpected thing again. He laughed. He 
told me he remembered last June fondly because he knew someday he 
was going to marry a woman with that much spunk.

Funny he should have said that then. A year later we were mar
ried. It’s so hard to believe that a day that messed up could have pro
duced something so perfect. So perfect that I don’t need Warner Broth
ers' movie right. I have all the reel-to-reel entertainment I can take in 
my home.

Shannon O’tyih

What Makes Nordstrom's &
<B(oomingda(e's Important

Moving slowly up the hill, crawling, inching, Peters took aim at 
the Monarch. Knees scuffing silently against stone (is that possible?— 
scuffing possible?—scuffing silently? you want to ask just how si
lently), Peters checked the settings on his eclectic can opener, the 
offbrand dishwasher, and the Sony camcorder his significant other had 
given him on Independence Day. Peters is singularly alone, strong- 
hearted and heartless.

Independence Day, a day to call forth images of all that the United 
States of America stands for. (Is what is important here a possible mis
placed preposition, an omitted verb, or are we being alerted by the an
nouncement that we are to embark on a patriotic diatribe? But, writers 
that bring up America in the same breath as consumer items usually are 
making a not too obscure attack on contemporary bourgeois values.) The 
price of freedom is eternal vigilance, and people such as Peters must never 
forget this important maxim. But does that mean that the Monarch must
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be done away with? Or does it mean that it is important to take control of 
one’s life and keep those credit cards free of debt?

If Peters were to assay Amanda Johns’ purse he would find 
MasterCard, Visa, a platinum American Express, and Diners Club in the 
same plasticene folder that hosts such directed credit cards as Exxon for 
the car, Bloomingdale’s and Dayton’s for the body, and Pier One Imports 
for the soul (or at least reclamation of one’s lost youth). Because Lord 
and Taylor canceled Johns’ account this fall—just after hunting season 
and only twenty-one shopping days left till Christmas—a particularly nasty 
thing to do to anyone by anyone’s, except (obviously) Mr. Lord’s and Mr. 
Taylor’s standards, that credit card is now serving as a book mark in the 
little Bible Johns’ estranged aunt and uncle, the Angst’s—Leeza and 
Barney, gave her when she went off to college.

Johns carried that Bible to every class she attended. She look 
lots of math because she wanted to be an accountant, be among those 
pioneers who broke through the infamous CPA glass ceiling, and be
come the first female director of the Federal Reserve Bank. Neverthe
less, in a psychology class (she had to take it because some group of 
academics in their finite wisdom had decided that a class in the social 
sciences could only enhance the education of any and every college 
student) devoted for the semester to the topics of personal, interper
sonal, transpersonal, and metapersonal—all of which, let the profes
sionals assure you, is more than just jargon—relations, she met Peters 
who both wanted her (lecture notes) and needed her (lecture notes). If 
she only had opened her Bible and taken refuge there—but she did not, 
and so as punishment God turned her over to Lucifer, who turned her 
over to the romantic advances of Peters—now more than ever willing to 
do anything for her notes—and Johns and Peters were soon married.

Peters did not cany a Bible; moreover, he never would be able to 
understand why Johns did. Maybe that is what led to their divorce. And 
Lucifer, still not done with Johns, delivered her the Lord (and Taylor) 
grand magazin’s minions in the credit department, who would continue 
the roasting of her soul by sending out letter after letter that red-lined, 
“Your account is in arrears.” Peters, of course, would have nothing to do 
with this, as he had grander game to hunt, and all Johns could do is read 
the denouement, “Unfortunately (for you) your account has been referred 
to the Hades Credit Collectors; Unhappily (for you), your mar
riage has been referred to the Law Firm of Hardcase, Scarface, and 
Bludgeon.”

Of course, divorce can mean death, but it can also signal Inde
pendence Day. Divorce is sometimes a shoot-to-kill sort of thing, and
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that is when even the most beautiful of things, say for instance the 
Monarch butterfly, is killed, mounted, and displayed, as if to announce, 
vini. vici, vinci. On the other hand, for some, divorce can mean inde
pendence, a sense of freedom, the first time one is able to slip from un
der another’s thumb.

Isn’t it sad love has lost pride of place, or any place, in the sto
ries some people choose to tell. Love is so silent when you compare its 
sound to that of can openers and dishwashers, the real stuff of contem
porary American life. Peters is singularly alone, strong-hearted and 
heartless. Johns’ hours of reverie are her walks down the aisle at 
Nordstrom’s and Bloomingdale’s.

end
—Barry Ferst, Ph.D.

Professor
Department of Philosophy

The Pause That Isn’t

It’s a great day outside and a good class inside. All twenty-five 
college students are quiet and paying attention to the instructor. The 
squeaking from wiggled chairs, rustling and metallic snapping of bind
ers, and humming undercurrents of whispered gossip have hushed to a 
faint, and only occasional, ripple of noise. The instructor is instructing; 
thoughts and ideas flow across the air with peaks and points and sug
gestions. There is the unheard hum of good minds busily chewing on 
fragments of ideas plucked from the flow of omniscience streaming 
from the mentor. I’m going along swimmingly; I’m learning. The lec
tured words spark images and associations in my mind. I’m captivated 
with the knowledge; I listen intently. But the strangest thing happens 
on my way to the Land of Erudition: I’rn ambushed by the Umm. The 
insidious Umm has claimed yet another victim’s attention.

This is my personal confession as a victim of the Umm. I offer 
it up to all of my fellow learners, listeners, and lecturers, so that they 
may know they are not alone in their struggles to remain pure and 
chaste from this affliction. Speakers of English all over the world share 
in this struggle for freedom, and as far as I can guess, we are joined in 
our cause by speakers of other languages, also. It is a difficult lan
guage jungle out there, but, take heart brave ones, we do not struggle 
alone.
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Now, I’m sure we all know exactly what I’m referring to but, in 
a needed exercise to calm my nerves as I take on this effort of expia
tion, I’ll boldly describe the monster Umm as I know it—in all of its 
sticky, vapid destructiveness. This won’t be pretty, folks.

You all know the sound and war cry of the attack of the Umm: 
that vibrating, pursed lip monotone of meaningless pause; that monopo
lizing marking time in the march of speech; that stupid tone we all make 
in spite of ourselves. You all know its signature; we all sign its name 
with our lips. (I know this is harsh, but, just try to be honest with your
self.) The evil Umm manifests itself in conversations, lectures, and 
sweet murmured nothings. There is no leisurely pleasant stroll through 
verbal sharing, or purposeful tramp through instructed knowledge that 
is safe from the attack of the Umm; only raving muttering lunatics, or 
national news commentators, are safe from its soft claws. Indeed, we 
are the most helpless to its wiles when we actually have something 
worthwhile to say. Our very sincerity and depth of feeling leave us de
fenseless to a bold-faced, broadsided attack of Ummimg.

So, we all know Dr. Evil Umm. This can be an embarrassing as
sociation to acknowledge, I admit, but I am prepared to stand up and 
say, “I am good friends with Umm.” (My TRUE friends will not desert 
me at this time.) It is only through this confession, though, that I am 
going to be able to see my state of disgrace, and proceed, with help, to a 
clean and healthy speech pattern I am in control of. I truly believe that 
I can live a full and communicative life free of this monkey on my 
tongue. Now, I know there are scoffers in the audience who have tried 
to cure themselves of Ummism and failed. They believe it is too large a 
task to live Umm free. They have acquiesced to the power of Umm and 
offer no hope to those who continue the quiet struggle. I will not and 
cannot condone their descent into consent, and vow to you now—I must 
fight on!

Why do we allow Umm to creep into our sentences so unchal
lenged, to steal our words and mock our thoughts? Why do we turn a 
deaf ear to our own defeat and that of others? How can a villain so bold 
be ignored so completely? Our training begins at a tender and early age 
as we listen to our mothers entreat us to go get the Umm-what ever it is 
they are thinking of, or the never ending, “Call your Umm-brother in, 
please.” Our teachers Umm their way through strategic information that 
may have changed our lives, if only it had been delivered Ummless. It 
seems, though, that Umm is so vile as to be difficult for sweet small 
babes to mouth, so they must first begin their journey through a life of 
Umm addiction with Umm’s kissing cousin, Uhh. Mothers having nur
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turcd their offspring with hums of Umnis, must now listen to the small 
ones stutter with Uhh, Uhh, Uhh as they search for the right word to ex
press their heartfelt desire for more toys or sleep-over permission. It is 
only a few short years of development, though, before the young ones 
can Uinm with the best of them, as they search for the perfect reason 
why, exactly, they did hit their sister.

We don’t need to remain servants oT Dr. Umm forever. We can 
rise above this scourge, as a people. Dedication, honesty, and a true de
sire to live Umm free are needed in the battle. First, we need to look at 
why we Umm at all. As I listen to the lecture by the instructor I am 
painfully aware that she is Umming with resonance after every clear 
and valuable point and sliding into the next point with no clear pause. 
She doesn’t want to let go of our attention for a split-second as she tries 
to hold onto us with a leash of vibrating sound; she pulls on us with a 
purposeful Umm. I begin to resist the collar and leash, and want to drag 
my mind back, swallowing individual points as they are made. Indi
vidually, one at a time—not in a long continuous gulping of fact after 
fact. That distinct, quiet closure an Ummless pause affords us at the 
end of a statement gives us the mental and auditory time we need to 
process and claim the thought for our own. Instead of allowing a per
sonal fraction of space for personal processing, the Umm claims us in a 
selfish demand for attention and involvement.

If we believe in the value of a thought worth expressing aloud, 
then we must allow it to stand alone—naked in its own virtue. As we 
search for just the right word to utter, we must be ready to search our 
mental thesaurus in the silence of our own minds—without Umming on 
the audible air filling the space between our indecision and the ears of 
our listener.

As we wait through the impoverished pauses, Umm offers us 
again and again, we must focus our resolve to do better. I’ll forge my 
own quest for the perfectly poised pause that speaks its own silent mes
sage of acceptance and trust. I’ll try to believe that my listeners will 
still be attentive to my babble even when trusted alone in a fraction of 
purposeful quiet. Succinct. Exact. Lacking superfluity. Lean. You 
know what I mean... Umm... I’ll just try to say what I mean, from now 
o n. -Amanda Ttona
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Tarts is (Parts

It had seemed like a simple plan at the moment it popped into 
my head.

Helen and Vicki were still riding their horses when I heard the 
sounds of a violent struggle coming from the old trailer that Vicki had 
hauled her two big horses in. The creaking, rattling, rocking trailer re
verberated with the clanging sounds of iron-shod feet striking and skit
tering off the hollow metal sides. Vicki’s big, part-Belgian mare had 
caught a ring on her halter under a metal bar that operated as the handle 
to fasten shut the door into the trailer. It was primitive, effective, and 
now slid home and locked down—with a 1400 pound horse snared on it 
by the halter on her head. Lunging and pulling, huge and sweating, 
with rolling eyes blind with panic, she was deaf to my cries of, “Whoa! 
Whoa!”

The plan really was simple: All I had to do was stand at the cor
ner of the trailer — away from her Hying hooves — reach over, slide 
the handle sideways two inches, and nimbly jump out of the way as she 
pulled her halter free from the rotating handle. Piece of cake. No need 
to call for help.

I gave her big red haunches a wide berth as I darted to the cor
ner of the swaying trailer. I stretched my arm over until I felt the hot 
metal handle on my fingertips, then tugged the handle toward me with a 
metallic grind. All that mass of backwards-straining horseflesh was 
supposed to fly free of the trailer as the halter ring slid off the end of 
the handle.

It didn’t.
The instant the mare felt the handle move she rebounded for

ward in a mindless explosion of power and panic, smashing her head 
into the trailer with a terrible crash before lunging backward to free
dom. There was a momentary, soundless, and blinding pause as I hung 
in the space of my own mind, tight with hope, concentrating only on my 
right hand—the one I had extended over to the handle; the one I had 
thrust between her big bony head and the peeling gray trailer. The 
deafening, mind-stopping thunder of her head impacting the hot metal 
echoed away as I waited that endless split-second to see if I had es
caped unhurt. I hadn’t.

As my eyes focused on the spatter of her blood and mine on the 
gray paint, my breath rushed back into my lungs on a tidal wave of pain 
and horror. The nervous system from my fingers to my brain was on
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fire with the chemical news that disaster had struck my fingers and all 
was no longer well in my world. And it wasn’t going to be for quite 
some time.

Helen and Vicki heard my peculiar choking sounds of distress 
and with the instinct that all horsewomen possess, knew things were ter
ribly wrong. This ready response is part and parcel of a sport that seeks 
to harness the muscles and small minds of large powerful creatures; 
there is always potential for injury, and no one ever completely forgets 
it.

About halfway through the fifteen mile trip to the hospital, as 
Helen helplessly stroked my head, and Vicki gripped the steering wheel 
and pushed harder on the gas pedal, I was finally able to focus clearly 
on my hand. All oceans of pain subside to a level you can navigate 
sooner or later, even if you are still tossing on swells of pain and disbe
lief. You can see where you are going again and plot your course, in a 
fashion. Of course once you go through the doors of an Emergency 
Room—even when you’re conscious, mostly coherent, and still stub
born—a lot of highly trained people take over the rudder of your little 
heaving dinghy and sail you on their way: to a white room, to X-ray, to 
another harsh white room—sailing along on the silly gurney you aren’t 
allowed to get off of. No matter what.

I got to look at my hand a lot better under the glaring hospital 
lights as everyone else (who ARE all those people!) got to look at it too. 
It didn’t look nice. The end of the metal handle had ruptured the deer
skin leather glove and my skin in the middle of the middle finger. 
Leather shreds and skin shreds were all mixed up in a bloody mess. It 
was the finger next to that, though, the ring finger, that was getting a lot 
of attention. I couldn’t feel anything past the middle joint. The nurse 
got very nervous as she tried to cut and pick the leather glove off of my 
hand. It had been such a lovely glove to ride in, supple and soft. Now, 
the nurse left half of the glove finger an the end of the ring finger and 
cut away all of the rest of the mess. It'looked silly.

The nurse muttered, “Let me just go get the doctor now, OK?” 
(Does anyone ever say that it is not OK?)

The good doctor said, “Well, I think we’ll just get that x-rayed 
before we try to take off the rest of the glove.”

“Why?” I asked. “Can’t you just take it off?”
“Let’s just get that x-ray first, OK?” he murmured through a pa

tronizing smile. My stomach felt cold. I looked at my friends and saw 
in their faces what they must have seen in mine: this was probably 
not going to be a simple "stitch-er-up-and-leave" horse wreck episode.
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No one said anything.
After I had been gurneyed back from X-ray, I was pushed into a 

different white room filled with lots more shelves full of sterile medi
cal-looking packages. The tag on the door said, “Trauma Room.” The 
doctor held the black and gray shaded x-ray film up to the light. That 
gave him someplace to look, rather than my eyes. He calmly and clini
cally described the unfortunate fact that, under the brown leather glove 
finger still decorating my hand, there was now nothing holding the last 
third of my ring finger on to the rest of my finger-except some skin. I 
suspected the skin wasn’t in such good shape either.

I said, “This is not good.”
He looked straight at me and said, “No, it isn’t.”
Reality can be so dry sometimes. The month and a half that fol

lowed, punctuated with two operations, occupational therapy, and enough 
codeine to constipate a horse, seem dry to me now as I look back; there 
wasn’t a lot of joy or relief for a long time. Joy is juicy; 1 would like to 
keep my reality lubricated with a liberal measure of joy from now on. 
But, as I look at my hands in front of me, with all their dexterity, clever
ness, and nine and a half fingers, I sometimes forget joy momentarily. I 
would like to have my finger back, please....no two ways about it.

But there is no gluing lost parts or moments back into place; lost 
is gone. There is also no use in losing more to the loss though, so for now 
I’m going to go out in the sunshine and ride my horse—joyfully.

-Amanda Tfona

—Robert frost
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Parenting: It's Never An ‘Easy 1oS

Parenting children today has become harder for us than for our 
parents. My parents lived in a time when children were seen and not 
heard. They were expected to be obedient to their parents every wish 
and a spanking cured everything. They still had to parent the same va
riety of personalities: the good child, the spoiled rotten child and the 
hyperactive child. Today there is more emphasis on exercising control 
in order to teach a child to use acceptable behavior. Some parents think 
that they are in control, others have no control, and some try to exercise 
control, to raise an acceptable human being that fits into our society. 
Society feels that the outcome of disciplining will be a good child.

Now, only one in a million children fall into the “good child” 
category. For example, a young boy who wants to be a good child, 
never whines or cries. This child, almost placid, speaks only when spo
ken to, waiting quietly. If you take this child shopping, he follows like 
a puppy dog, looking at the parent with admiration, obediently waiting 
for the parent to buy all the needed items. This child’s room is neatly 
organized, with everything in its place. His chores are finished quickly 
with great efficiency. The bathroom sparkles and shines when he fin
ishes cleaning it. His only goal is to please his parents with his good 
manners. These parents have no problem exercising control with the 
good child. The parents feel that they have cornered the market on 
parenting and become experts on how to raise a good child. These par
ents make us nuts with their superior altitude. It’s not really control 
that they have, just a shy child who is afraid to venture out.

Next, the “spoiled rotten child” is difficult for a parent to con
trol. A spoiled rotten girl of 4 years old knows that she is in control. 
This is something that she does to keep her parents in line. Throwing a 
temper tantrum endows her with a new toy. If the toy breaks she tells 
her parents, “It wasn’t my fault it broke, it’s defective!” Mom returns 
the toy and she receives a new one. Pretty soon her routine is down to a 
science, popping out her bottom lip along with those sad eyes. The par
ents remind her that if she sticks out his lip too far, a bird will come and 
crap on it. She doesn’t care. She just adds those sad eyes to the funny 
look on her face, and bingo, like magic, mom answers sweetly, “What
ever you want, dear.” Now she has her mom wrapped around her little 
finger. She even had her mom buy her a leash. She uses it to take her 
mom wherever she wants to go, making her obediently write those
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checks for her Barbie dolls. But, this routine doesn’t work with dad, so 
she changes it. She begs and promises to be good for the rest of her 
life. Parents may find themselves feeling frustrated and manipulated 
when exercising control with this child. They are always wondering 
what the “spoiled rotten child” will come up with next. These parents 
have given away their control. They have let the children control them 
and have no clue as to why they are so miserable.

Finally, there is the “hyperactive child” who wants to be good. 
John, being a toddler, with a wild imagination, tests his mom to her lim
its. He gets himself into trouble. Unnoticed by his mom, he climbs on a 
chair in the kitchen and turns on the water to fill his “swimming pool." 
He throws the floating dishes in the sink, onto the floor, so he can swim 
his marathon. When mom peaks around the corner, seeing him splash
ing water everywhere, she is horrified. He smiles, gleaming from ear to 
ear and says, “Look mom, I am swimming!” He gets a spanking and a 
lecture but when it’s over, lie’s off to find a new game. He discovers 
new treasure, a bucket of ashes in the basement, right next to the fire
place. Ashes, oh how they sparkle, so soft and fine, so lovely as they 
float though the air, covering him from head to toe. To display his 
beautiful find, he sorts his treasure into piles on the carpet. Mom, real
izing that it has become too quiet, goes to look for him. Finding him, 
she is now exasperated and takes him upstairs for a bath. While giving 
him a bath, the phone rings and she answers it, thinking she will only be 
a minute. In the meantime he is bored, goes to the living room book
shelf and lakes some books to play with in the tub. He needs these 
books to make huge waves. His parents try not to lose their temper with 
the “hyperactive child” and exert some control. This child makes it 
hard for parents to stay in control. The “hyperactive child” has not 
been so controlled that he has lost his initiative.

Exercising control isn’t easy for any parents. It seems worse 
on those days when I follow my toddler around and clean one mess up 
after another. In this situation, I hope to be calm enough to hold my 
breath before I yell out words that I never will be able to take back, or 
heaven forbid, if the child would repeat the bad word that slips off my 
tongue. I even try to count to ten backwards so I can gain control of 
myself. This way I won’t strike the children in anger. This gives me 
time to make the punishment fit the children’s actions. Being a busy 
mother, it’s hard to be consistent with the children in every situation. If 
only I could think before I answer “No.” I try not to fall into the old 
traps of lecturing and saying the same things I heard my parents say, 
“You should....you must.... you ought too.” I hope to remember the
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new ways of parenting that I have learned.
Some of the new ways that leave the children’s self-esteem in

tact are reverse psychology, time out, and loving guidance. These help 
a parent to exercise control and not fly off the handle. Using reverse 
psychology helps me to stay out of power struggles. I remember the 
time when the children wouldn’t eat vegetables because their friends in 
school made fun of them. One night I served peas and said, “You won’t 
like these. They taste terrible.” They stared at me and said, “Yes, I will. 
Give them to us.” There was not one pea left on their plates when they 
finished.

Time out can be a great way for a parent to exercise control. 
When the children start throwing temper tantrums to get their way, I tell 
them to go to their rooms for a time out. I think this is a wonderful way 
to give me a break and lime to think, however my thoughts are inter
rupted by my children yelling, “Can I Ma, huh?” over and over and 
over. Which means “Can I get out mom! Huh?”

For loving guidance I use bribery...Oh...ah...1 mean positive re
inforcement! I do this to illicit the good behavior I want. When I leave 
all the children home to be baby sat, I promise to bring home a treat, if 
they don’t fight and treat the sitter kindly. This also works beautifully 
to get them to clean their rooms.

Parenting children can be quite a challenge. No one ever said 
that it would be easy, just worth it. Some children require more pa
tience on the part of the parent, whereas others do not. When parents 
learn to exercise control, their job becomes easier. Using new tech
niques of parenting today enables children to have a happier, healthier 
life.

-Vakra Tracy

Tfie mastery of any art is the wort^ofa (ifetime.

-'Ezra Tound
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Carry forward Courtship

The question is—how to know someone well, but not too well, 
before vowing to love and cherish them for a lifetime. Anyone who en
visions happiness fears leaving this grave matter to chance and fond 
hopes. A lifetime is a long time. But what will reconcile the paradoxi
cal demands of the situation? What will allow a young couple to pay 
special attention to each other without making promises they may re
gret or forget the ideals their families have cultivated? The answer, as 
many are rediscovering, lies in the dusty tradition of courtship. We 
have only to sort, retrieve, and assemble a framework of its principles 
and customs. Let us leave behind the ideas of families controlling 
courtiers for their own purposes, false notions of boredom, and the fear 
that courting means marriage is imminent. Instead, let us permit two 
people to make tribute to each other in the safe environment of court
ship. Its success will win over the doubters.

I shall write this piece from personal research and the point of 
view of a parent of daughters. I don’t want to write about sons’ court
ships, because then every sentence must include at least one he/she; 
and, sons' falling in love is a touchy and delicate subject. It needs to be 
addressed separately with neutrality and steady nerves. Besides, the 
young men automatically figure in this piece. Without someone’s son, 
courting doesn’t get off the ground.

To begin, I examine the aspects of courtship that fit the twenti
eth century and their advantages. The drawbacks that necessarily ac
company them follow. They fall under an entire section entitled Paren
tal Self-Sacrifice. It is a long section, but for readers who are only in
terested in what they can get out of courtship, I’ve revised and cut and 
cut. It’s much shorter than it was.

Before beginning the valuable information in this essay, I 
present dating so that readers may compare its stressful chaotic state to 
the superior alternative of courtship. A list seems the best way lo ana
lyze dating. Meeting or noticing strangers, acquaintances, someone 
heard about, friends of the family, brother or sister of friends—in any 
place—a class, basketball game, bar, grocery store, mall, dance, work
place, social gathering, convocation, etc., as soon as possible, with the 
greatest courtesy, and the least amount of nerve-twanging, agreement 
on a time and place to meet. Because dating includes no other options 
besides dates. Only the human imagination limits the approaches to a 
date; dating undeniably exhibits variety and creativity in this sphere,
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and in results. Exciting, just-what-was-imagined dates; excruciatingly, 
long uncertain dates; delirious, love-at-first-sight dates; numb and 
cold-as-a-wet-mackeral dates; dry-as-dust dates; friendly, comfortable 
discussion dates are all used as a beginning measure of what the other 
person is really like. As time goes on, hearing vague rumors about 
other girlfriends, boyfriends, wives, husbands; catching glimpses of im
perfection, uneasy feelings; charging into love without checking refer
ences, checking references with former girlfriends and boyfriends; de
fending one's choice (man or woman) from family and friends, guarding 
one's choice (woman or man) from friends, it’s too hard to sort out the 
tangle. Inevitably, a couple tires of the constricted breathing and 
vagueness of all-important dates and seeks some kind of moderate state 
of existence.

All right. It will appear to any rational person that time is the 
most important element in courtship. Actually balance of power is, but 
we will come to that later. Let us address courtship’s most obvious as
pects first. Time. Courtship must stretch out the time two young people 
lake to become acquainted. Parents and family must not consider the 
time a young man and woman spend talking about mutual friends and 
world problems as courtship. Pretending to be walking in the same di
rection in school hallways or watching the same sports in a group 
doesn’t count either.

In actual fact, it does. The time a couple spends pretending 
they are only friends or acquaintances is the most wonderful, tentative, 
period in the courtship. The future, resting as lightly as a feather on a 
windowsill, depends, entirely on the two people and something breath
lessly waiting in the air. But the parents don’t know about it and may 
have forgotten how it happens. Beginning courtship belongs to the par
ticipants alone.

Official Courtship begins when the daughter introduces the 
young man to the parents. From this time on, parents may scrutinize, 
comment, react with restrained terror, extend tentative gestures of ap
proval, and most important of all-guard their barely-out-of-the-shell 
fledgling from serious harm. (At this point, it’s reassuring to note that 
any minor near-disastrous experiences parents don’t know about—such 
as driving to the neighboring town with girlfriends and men five years 
older—won’t be missed. They remember, sense, imagine, and know 
enough to sit bolt upright in the middle of the night and stare with wide 
open eyes into the void.)

By walking into their home, the man (candidate/opponent) has 
declared his willingness to be tested as a fit companion for their daugh
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ter. He has asked for it. If he doesn’t know about courtship, he prob
ably doesn’t know what he has done and thinks this a temporary, one
time introduction and meeting. Often, daughters who like the wilder 
types, deliberately keep them in the dark about this process, hoping 
their skittish, mercurial loners will prove themselves while figuring ev
erything out. It doesn’t matter. The process has now begun. For the 
courtiers, the slow pace ahead has many advantages.

Both have extra weeks to save money for special occasions- 
her in a rustling dress she has wanted since she was three, him in a dark, 
strong-shouldered suit and borrowed cologne. Unlike dating, where ev
ery meeting is an “event," courtship incorporates excitement in reason
able amounts.

Those who like to live dangerously may court or court and date 
(which is not a good combination, because it introduces a choppy 
rhythm) more than one person simultaneously. Normally, dating com
presses meeting, going out, going steady, and disillusionment, or eu
phoria, into a very tight schedule. Seeing good in more than one man at 
a time—and attempting to see both regularly—may lead to impossible 
social situations-unplanned trio meetings in the foyer, hasty exits from 
restaurants and movies. The courtship timeline eases dating con
straints. Guilt accumulates and time and money dissipate more gradu
ally. Enough on this. It is meant to be an explanation, not a recommen
dation. Or perhaps, it is meant to be a recommendation, not an explana
tion.

This is the one time in life when a woman may and should ex
pect many tokens of affection and offerings of esteem-pretty things, 
flowers, candy. It is all part of the game, and worth playing well. (Inci
dentally, this is another reason why she may be tempted to entertain 
more than one suitor. Parents should frown on such a mercenary atti
tude, but let her keep what she gets.) A woman should consider that 
later in life, no matter how much her beloved wants to offer these 
proofs of his love and however much she needs some sunshine in her 
day, the magical time of quantity and quality will have passed. Washers 
and dryers, life insurance, and diapers will consume paychecks and 
savings. A time for everything goes the old saying, so she had better 
store good memories, feelings, and souvenirs now. They will smooth 
the rough spots later and make her true love feel he never wasted his 
chances.

At the same time, she may give full rein to her generous im
pulses, buying him expensive toys, baking his favorite kind of cake, as
sisting him in changing the oil on his ’71 Mustang, telling him he needs
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to clean his car, helping him find the gearshift under tapes, orange peels 
and pop cups, and accompanying him to baseball card stores. She 
learns what lightens his heart and the extent of his hopes for the future.

Depending on the woman’s family, the pair may spend a lot of 
time answering questions, visiting with relatives, playing board and 
card games, listening to parents, watching the clock, sharing homemade 
cake, water-skiing, watching sports on T.V., et$. This can be both an en
joyable and testing experience. The young woman discovers after some 
time how he eats chicken when his guard is down. I cannot emphasize 
how important it is that he passes this particular test. He must not 
hunch over his plate and he must breathe between bites. There is more, 
but some things are better left unwritten. Civilization pivots on what 
children observe their fathers do with fried chicken.

On the other side, he picks up on the tone of her voice when he 
wins at Parcheesi. He learns to judge her threshold of frustration and 
competitiveness down to one square on a game board. Courtship pro
vides the polite framework for observing her in her native environment. 
And, it is not only her the suitor watches. He notes how the father and 
mother act toward each other. How the house looks cannot mirror the 
future with a girl, because housekeeping is not a gene trait. But things 
of the heart and soul do seem to carry through generations. If he finds 
the mother understanding and gracious, the father decent and relaxed, 
he estimates the territory to be relatively safe.

Conversely, when the entire family responds with swiftly blank 
looks to a comment or action he makes, such as “I’m late because I had 
to meet Grandma’s seventh husband,” uneasy doubts arise in the young 
woman’s mind. She may act like she doesn’t care what her family 
thinks, but eventually he must prove the doubts false or appear less at
tractive than before. And so, setting and family involvement expand the 
dimensions of getting to know one another.

Picnics, available refreshments, free dinners out with the par
ents and the amenities of the parents’ home and lifestyle ease boredom, 
save money and soothe exhaustion. The home also provides a measure 
of security. The girl who flirts with him in Math won’t ever show up at 
the front door to return his notes. The drummer who asked for her 
phone number at the fair can peer out onto the dance floor in vain; she 
is dancing at home. So that while courtship extends time, it shields the 
courtiers from unwanted, gradual inroading by troublemakers.

Now we arrive at the other major facets of the courtship-Pri- 
vacy and Safekeeping. Privacy and safekeeping in courtship follow 
from the balanced state of power element, which depends on self-sacri
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fice. This is where the long section begins.

PARENTAL SELF-SACRIFICE

When the evening of traditional courtship draws to a close, the 
parents have successfully maintained the balance between human at
traction and their daughter’s own good. They have managed to be wel
coming and supportive while unobtrusively setting limits on displays of 
affection. Here, the parents have followed instincts and not national 
“experts” advice. If a kiss could be timed, it was too long, and the 
mother seated herself directly in front of the couple and asked how they 
planned to spend the evening. If the man’s arms were not free to 
wrestle with a young brother, the parents encouraged the brother to go 
into the living room and show his favorite sports or music possessions.
If conversation between the lovers sank to the level of telepathy mean
ingless to outsiders, the father chose the one subject the suitor could 
not resist discussing and ignored the daughter’s despair. These tactics 
were carried on until about fifteen minutes before the normal family 
bedtime.

A concerted effort is always made at the time to ensure the 
couple is wide awake. The dog may be sent frisking into the couple’s 
laps and allowed to take several laps around the room before being di
rected outside. Bathroom doors may be repeatedly open and shut, water 
run, dishes washed and put away, cheery goodnights made to all by the 
parents. Now they shepherd all the stragglers to bed and leave the 
couple to themselves and the magic of romance. They trust to the judg
ment of the daughter they have raised so carefully and the honor of the 
man they have treated as a guest. And they pay attention to their own 
inner voices.

For one more night, they have held the line, but they must not 
sleep. They must wander out to the kitchen for water; they must smile 
innocently and say what nice background music that radio station 
plays; they must methodically check all the door and window locks, 
suddenly remember to make lunches for the next day, read half of news
paper articles and listen for noise. If there is not noise or there is too 
much, they must create new reasons to visit the living and family room. 
(No parent who is serious about courtship allows the use of any other 
rooms in the house—it is much more difficult to think of reasons to visit 
rooms away from family traffic patterns.) Of course, all of these ideas 
arise from limited research: every parent will discover what works 
best for their home and family.
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Regardless of the pattern adopted, parents absolutely must not 
relax and fall asleep until the young couple gives up hope of being 
alone together for more than fifteen minutes. Research shows ten min
utes marks the outer limit, but it is better to error on the side of too 
much. For courtship is no all or nothing, cut and dried, written in con
crete, cold unfeeling procedure. Human feelings are involved-on all 
sides. Sensitivity must leaven overreaction. What the young couple 
say to their friends eventually reaches the larger community. Parents 
who allow fear to rule their decisions will get the reputation of being ri
diculous.

Compassion mixed with fond memories of a parent’s youth al
lows for exceptions, blurring the boundaries, useful lectures after the 
suitor has finally withdrawn from the scene. If a couple says they are 
going for a drive to look at the Christmas lights, the wise parents don’t 
look at the calendar. They say, “We’ll have hot cocoa waiting in a half 
hour.” Then, they take a long winter’s nap. Parents give credit for good 
ideas. If they have difficulty unbending, let them beware. Courtship is 
voluntary. Do they want to listen to her slamming doors, screaming at 
her little brothers and sisters, loading suitcases—between curfew and 
the early hours of the morning?

Do they want their daughter courting exclusively at his house?

This may happen, because, yes, there is a third factor of power 
in the balance of courtship. What is it called? Thwarted will. A daugh
ter and her suitor both will tolerate some guidance, some leading, some 
diplomatically couched warnings, but they must win some of the power 
struggles, or they will decide the drawbacks of courtship outweigh the 
advantages. And from their points of view, this will be so. After all, the 
entire idea of courtship is to allow them to court.

Successful parents don’t infer evil intentions on the part of 
daughter or suitor. They understand the great attractiveness of sincere 
friendship and admiration and pleasing appearance. This is what makes 
them such good chaperones. The can identify (much more than the 
couple anticipates) from a distance of years. If they can overcome the 
numbness of 40-hour+ work weeks, they possibly can be glad for the 
lightness of heart that takes a beloved child out the downstairs window 
on the night of her birthday to meet her boyfriend. They can call the 
young man’s parents, and the daughter’s school friends (but only before 
11:00 P.M.), grimly drive from house to scenic view at 2 A.M. in the 
morning and track down the two revelers or return home to welcome
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them in from their excursion. But they will not hold this against the 
two. They will not remove extra links from the chains...no...ties, that 
bind with love. They will lie awake, ransack their reeling dulled minds, 
quell the wracking storms of indignant anger and unrequited parental 
tenderness in their breasts. They will pull out a new idea to save their 
daughter from themselves and her carefree ways-curtailing her dwin
dling store of privileges, a lecture, the cold treatment, etc....

They will tune each response to the incredibly complicated, 
fractured, shifting sands of the situation. Do you really want to know 
what this Sentence means? It is a kindness not to tell people the future. 
For now, be aware of the thousand ways a two-year-old challenges the 
system. Remember that for her or him, there are no rules unless you can 
make them stick. Learn the basics of boxing—keeping the knees bent, 
always moving, never letting down the guard. And then, practice re
membering what a gift it is to be a parent. Line up images of happy 
times with your daughter. Lastly repeat to your self, until it is in
grained, some proverb that will unfailingly rein in overreaction. Some
thing like, “It is better to have loved and lost than never to have loved 
at all” or “Never use an elephant gun, when a flyswatter will do.”

Back to courtship in progress. With the heartening thought that 
the young man is not their problem unless he is near their daughter (in 
the back of their minds, parents know he exerts a 24-hour force on her 
thoughts and emotions), they can turn their weakening powers toward 
the clear duties of the moment. In the morning when they face reality, 
they will pray more.

As time and experience blur family memories of the suitors 
who moved on and painful lessons learned by all concerned, the daugh
ter begins lo appreciate the finer points of courtship. She begins to see 
that they have prevented any one suitor from hiding his true nature for 
very long. They have discouraged ne’er-do-wells and encouraged the 
finer types. She may have found a suitor with whom she could walk or 
sit in contented silence, who almost reads her thoughts and appreciates 
them. She comes to see her family in satisfying new ways through his 
eyes and learns to like them more. She has made mistakes with the feel
ing that someone was always there to see the fall wasn’t too serious. In 
the parents’ cases, which by now are full-blown, a very astute and wise 
young advisor observes, “The drawbacks of courtship may really be ad
vantages, because they help the parents let go.”

A daughter may move away from home before ever being 
courted, but if she comes from a family that cherishes her, she carries 
the principles of courtship with her. She will never forget that she is
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worth guarding, that she is worth wooing, that if a man does not meet 
her standards, she expects the best for her. If one thinks about it, court
ship is simply another kind of formal acknowledgment of the value of 
people.

The final object of courtship is lo permit a sleight of hand. It 
may happen while the daughter still lives at home or while she lives on 
her own. The right man must, but only with the woman’s wholehearted 
consent, win her away from her parents. He must be so attractive to her 
and them and so honorable, whether he planned to be or not, that he is 
allowed to overcome their natural resistance to losing their child. The 
man and the woman reach a point where they see each other clearly. 
They count on surprises ahead in their life together, but they are fairly 
sure the worst ones are those candidates who failed the test of court
ship. Courtship, in modern business language is a “win-win” situation. 
It allows men and women to thoroughly enjoy their differences while 
discovering how to appreciate each other. And it allows parents to look 
back through the bright, kind mists of time that fill in low spots and 
cushion bumps, to when they watched her walk gracefully from affec
tions to first love.

--^atfleen Curd !%au

(Pressure
Did you choose this night, or did this night choose you? It didn’t 

matter. This night would make or break your career, your life.
The crowd had gathered, pressure was starting to build. You could 

feel tenseness cramping muscles in your shoulders. Your moment of glory 
was approaching. Then suddenly, it was gone.

Within a moment your life, your aspirations had vanished. You 
had made the wrong decision, there was no second chance.

Your night, the one you dreamed of for so long took you in as 
you pulled the trigger. With everything gone wrong you ended the pres
sure.

-Tina ‘Bruun
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Someday My Prince Mitt Come?

I glanced across the crowded restaurant and suddenly our eyes 
met and locked. I was drawn to him and could see he was naturally drawn 
to me. My mind was not able to comprehend anything but this stranger. 
My palms perspired. My pulse raced. My mouth went dry. He slowly 
rose from his seat; I watched every step as he made his way towards me. 
He knelt before me, reached over, and held my hand.

“Where have you been all my life?”
“Waiting for you.”
I had seen him before...he was that man in my dreams. One ques

tion pounded through my mind as we left the crowded restaurant hold
ing hands, not even knowing the other’s name—is this fate?

The logical portion of my brain does not believe in fate—it is not 
rational. Yet, the romantic in me believes. The whole concept of fate is 
novel. If it really exists, then there is one person out there meant for me. 
Every little girl dreams about that one person meant only for them. They 
fantasize about what they call their “Prince Charming.” My eighteen- 
year-old sister, Becki, even has a name for that one person: Collin 
Rowanda.

It’s no wonder that a small part of me wants to believe in fate. 
Since I was five years old I have been loaded with the idea. I remem
ber October 1980, I was five years old—every square inch of my body 
was covered with chicken pox, but that didn’t slop me from dreaming 
about being beautiful and finding my prince. My mom bribed me to 
stop scratching by reading me the story of Cinderella. Again. At five 
years old, I was old enough to dream of my "Prince Charming" and 
young enough to believe that I could be Cinderella. In this story, the 
prince chases after the poor young girl who captures his heart after one 
dance. I was enthralled, who wouldn’t be? I couldn’t wait until I was 
old enough to find my own prince.

This idea of fate and finding my prince didn’t end with reading 
Cinderella-, next we read Snow White and the Seven Dwarves, Beauty 
and the Beast, and The Little Mermaid. My maternal grandmother owned 
a book—thick enough to be used as a booster seat—full of these stories 
where young girls found their prince. I loved that book. I would look at 
the pictures and dream; then, 1 would beg my mom to read me the sto
ries. When these stories were made into movies, my parents took my 
siblings and me to all of them. Then at home, I would run around the 
house singing, “someday my prince will come," and I truly believed this.
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These fate-filled stories not only filled my childhood but continued into 
my adolescence and young adulthood. My fantasies based on this genre 
didn’t subside as I matured; instead, these little girl dreams turned into 
adult fantasies about my “Prince Charming” based on different movies 
and books with the recurrent theme of being “meant” for someone. The 
movies Sleepless in Seattle, Love Affair, Only You and the book, The Bridges 
of Madison County, were of my young adulthood and influenced my 
thoughts about fate and love. I continue to cherish these movies and 
books whose plot centers around fate’s role in romance and love.

Were these plots realistic? Meg Ryan just happened to hear the 
radio broadcast of Tom Hank’s son, his son happened to read her letter 
and like her, the son’s trip to New York City, the “almost miss” in the 
Empire State Building and then the chance encounter, the glance, and 
they knew that they were meant for each other. She even went so far as to 
dump her fiancee for a man that she had never met but had a “feeling” 
about because she believed in the concept of fate. Could this happen to 
me, or does it only happen in the movies?

Deep inside of me, the little girl who read Cinderella and Snow 
White believes in some form of fate; she believes that somewhere out 
there is a “Prince Charming” or “Collin Rowanda,” and in the chance that 
they are the same person. That little girl in me has grown into a young 
adult who still sobs when she reads books like The Bridges of Madison 
County. This starry-eyed child is constantly struggling with the rational 
adult about what qualities should be displayed in my life-mate.

The struggle between my “romantic” heart wanting so badly to 
unconditionally and irrationally believe in fate, and my rational, scien
tific mind not believing in what has no scientific support, comes about 
because I’ve read all of those stories. My rational mind can not totally 
fall for them. I’ve been taught by teachers, friends, and my parents that a 
relationship is built on many principles such as trust, love, understand
ing, friendship, and companionship—these fundamentals do not neces
sarily include fate and magic. A good relationship takes two people with 
certain commonalities, who are committed to care for each other. Fate 
does not necessarily bring about these things, but time and caring can. If 
you define a relationship in this way, it is conceivable that there is more 
than one person with whom a relationship could work. The fate explana
tion only leaves room for one person with whom you are destined to be. 
These de&jylipDs. are _not congruent, but I retain some from each of 
them in my definntOn of a perfect mate-both my “Prince Charming” 
and my “Collin Rowanda.”
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I picture a relationship with my “Prince Charming” as very ro
mantic; one where we are always jetting off to Rome. Whereas, I see a 
relationship with Collin Rowanda more as a partnership; a loving, more 
realistic relationship. It is with Collin Rowanda that I picture raising chil
dren, cooking dinner, and talking; our relationship is the perfect combi
nation of love, trust, and understanding.

A relationship with “Prince Charming” is one where lust/ee/s right. 
But how is Cinderella supposed to know if Prince Charming is messy and 
squeezes his toothpaste from the middle of the tube? Because they never 
got to know each other before they were married, she didn’t know before 
she committed her life to him if he would accept all of her shortcomings. 
They only saw the magic, the attraction, the fire and never thought about 
what would ensue after the wedding. Collin Rowanda knows that I’m an 
okay (at best) cook and I only know how to make five things, knows that 
I squeeze toothpaste from the middle of the tube, knows that I hate chan
nel surfing during the commercials but he loves me anyway. Collin 
Rowanda knows me and loves me for who I am.

So will my relationship with the “mystery man” from the begin
ning work? Could it grow into that perfect combination of love, under
standing, companionship, and fate all mixed up in one? Is he my Collin 
Rowanda? Was our meeting fated? After we left the restaurant we started 
talking. His attitude did not fit my definition of those fundamentals. He 
only talked about himself; he was your typical jerk. He was definitely not 
my Collin Rowanda.

It is possible that my “Collin Rowanda” has been right before 
my eyes all along? Is he that sweet guy that I have been dating for four 
years? I have always wondered if we were “meant to be.” Did fate bring 
us together? I always thought the answer to that question was no; that it 
just happened. After all, we just went to junior and senior high school 
together and started dating. But maybe fate did step into our introduc
tion without our having any idea. We did meet, didn’t we? We have 
love, understanding, trust and companionship; and, even after four 
years, every once in a while, I feel like Cinderella when my Prince 
Charming kisses me. As a child, I would have called him my “Prince 
Charming," but now I have a better name for him, “Collin Rowanda." He 
is that perfect combination of love and what was “meant to be.”
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Tirst and ‘Ten

“Ready! Green 18, 18. Down, set go!” Run twelve yards; stop 
Turn head, then body. Hands up, find the ball, tuck it away, turn up 
field, run, score! The crowd goes wild! My catch-one of the most ex
hilarating moments in my life.

My catch occurred in November 1991. Though I can’t recall 
the exact day, I do remember the team we played. The Bozeman Hawks 
came to town to challenge our Capital High Bruins for a berth in the 
state playoffs. My catch assisted us in stomping the Hawks, and reach
ing the playoffs. To most fans that catch was just another good play 
from the home team. For me, though, it culminated my Senior year in 
football; a year that taught me a lot about the game, and even more 
about my life.

Football challenges an athlete like no other sport. All sports 
demand a tremendous amount of effort and concentration, but football 
carries with it the guarantee of pain on every play, and the risk of in
jury. Football hurts. Some say it hurts less if you go full speed, and 
more if you go half speed, but I say it hurts period. I’ve never had a 
strong tolerance for pain. In layman’s terms, I’m a sissy. I have no 
qualms about being a sissy; however, my lack of pain tolerance sub
stantially hindered my football ability. To play the game of football re
quires skills, strength, and heart—the prerequisites of many sports. To 
be good requires an extra step, the ability to put concern for your body 
aside, and play with reckless abandon. I am not reckless; I am cautious. 
Caution may serve me well in the future, but it cost me on the field.

My road to the catch weaved like Frost’s path not taken. It be
gan in August 1991 with the first day of fall practice. Unlike most Se
niors, I arrived for two-a-days with only one year of experience under 
my belt, as opposed to three or four. I played as a Freshman, but be
came disenchanted and quit to pursue other interests. I decided to join 
as a Senior for two reasons. One, my friends prodded me. The other 
reason stemmed from the fact that I looked back at my Freshman season 
with a sense of nostalgia. The first season had concluded two years ago 
and I seemed to remember only the positive aspects of my freshman 
foray. The nostalgia, coupled with my longing to be involved with my 
friends, drove me back to the turf. Once I decided to play again, the 
work began. I lifted weights, ran sprints, and caught passes all summer 
in an attempt to make up for two years of lost ground. Athletically, 
though not brilliant, I wasn’t too shabby. I ran the fifth fastest forty
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yard dash on the team and benched one hundred pounds over my body 
weight. Armed with those impressive figures, I sauntered onto the field 
to begin fall practice.

Practice proceeded fairly smoothly, considering I had a lot of 
learning to do. I toiled and sweated, and managed to squeeze my way 
into the starting lineup for our opening game. I played slotback, and 
ran the plays into the game from the coach to the quarterback. The 
slotback is one of two wide receivers on the offense, a player respon
sible for catching passes and blocking for the runners. The offense re
ceives their instructions from the coach, who relays the plays via one of 
the receivers, the slotback in our case. As a result, two slotbacks were 
needed. I was number two. I recall feeling so nervous the night before 
the first game I couldn’t sleep, and butterflies would have been wel
come company compared to what zoomed through my stomach on game 
day. I survived the pre-game jitters, and at 7:30 p.m. I readied myself 
for action. I entered the game on our third offensive down and relayed 
the play to the quarterback. What occurred after that is a mystery. I re
member lining up, feeling the cool night air brush against my face, and 
then running off the field. I think I did what I was supposed to, but I 
was so surprised to be in the game that I don’t recall.

The first game ended, as did the second, third, and fourth, and 
as the season wore on I gained knowledge and experience. I had ups 
and downs, but more of the latter. I calmed down considerably after 
game one, but my motivating force while playing was fear. I was con
stantly afraid of hitting, getting hit, and getting hurt. The Bruins aren’t 
known for their aerial impressiveness, so my pass-catching opportuni
ties were limited. Consequently, I attempted to block for runners while 
avoiding contact whenever possible. My coach disliked me, mainly be
cause of my lack of aggressiveness. Coaches love players who attack 
the game as if it’s a war, not just a sport. I treated football like a game, 
ignoring the life or death attitudes of those around me. My detachment 
annoyed the coach; the fact that he was forced to play me, since I was 
the only slotback who could consistently remember the plays, com
pounded his irritation. Whether he liked or not, I was crucial to the of
fense.

As the season neared its end, my skills gradually improved. By 
Senior Night, the final home game of the season, I felt competent—but 
still afraid. On Senior Night, the senior parents come early for pictures, 
receive introductions, and proudly wear the extra jerseys bearing their 
sons’ numbers. As the announcer introduced us, I hugged my mom, and 
then turned to my dad. He shook my trembling hand, hugged me, and
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said, “Let’s get a couple tonight.” Well that did it. I bolted into the 
game like a man possessed. Then came my play, my opportunity to 
catch a pass. Trips stack right, 18 sprint out, z curl. That’s my play. I 
trotted onto the field, a thousand thoughts flying through my head. Get 
open, don’t drop it, don’t be afraid! 1 ran towards the sidelines and as
sumed my stance. The green grass contrasted sharply with the red jer
sey of the defender. The lights blared down and I heard the cheerlead
ers off in the distance, rhythmically clapping. I peered in at the quarter
back as he barked out the cadence. Green 18, 18...I lurched off the line, 
sprinted down-field, turned, and saw the ball. It seemed lo move in 
slow motion, spinning lazily as it floated towards me. I leapt up, caught 
it, and landed as the red jerseys swarmed me, tackling me nine yards 
downfield. My catch! I’d made my catch! I jumped up and jogged to
wards the sidelines, listening to the cheers of the hometown fans. I 
searched the stands and located my dad. He was standing, smiling 
widely, thumb extended into the air. I had made my catch.

One catch. Not a big deal to most people. After all, a good re
ceiver in the pros catches 100 in a season, not one. I snagged another 
pass later in the game, but it wasn’t the same. All the hard work, all the 
fear, all the pain finally disappeared after my first reception, leaving be
hind only pride. I was proud of myself. I accomplished something. I 
established goals, and attained them. That catch, my catch, was more 
than just one play in one game. I learned about me that night. I learned 
that I could do things I was afraid of, if I tried hard enough. I also real
ized that caution and fear can be useful traits, if observed in modera
tion. That catch culminated a season of hard work and dedication, of 
pain—and finally—of triumph. Certainly my life wouldn’t have ended 
if I dropped the ball. But hanging on proved to me that I could do 
things my way and still attain success. I was obviously not the quintes
sential football player, and yet I conquered my fears and managed to 
contribute to my team, something I am proud of.

Though football is long over, I continue to use the knowledge I 
gained during that season. No one remembers that play now. Not the 
quarterback, or the crowd, or maybe even my dad. No one but me. That 
isn’t what’s important. What is important is that I did it, and I can 
handle similar challenges in the future. Countless analogies are made 
comparing games to life. If any such analogies contain truth, I’m in 
luck. And I’ll be ready the next time I hear—Ready, green 18, 18, 
down, set go!

~1im ‘Xacicot
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Tfe Rose Up

My nerves are shot; too much stress and speed. Mom’s driven 
around Ireland for the last two weeks because Alisa, Greg, and I can’t 
legally drive a rental car. Mom focuses all her attention on the road 
while I shift gears from the passenger seat. I also scream if suddenly 
we’re on the wrong side of the road. As the shifter/screamer, there’s no 
time to navigate, so Alisa takes care of this from the backseat, occasion
ally yelling, ‘Turn right. Turn right.” The roads in Ireland, even the 
main thoroughfares, are only two narrow lanes-if you’re lucky. Cars 
barrel down them at breakneck speeds. Ours is the slowest car on the 
road, yet I feel as though we’re pushing the envelope in our car/speed- 
ing bullet. If that weren’t enough, there’s an added obstacle: sheep. 
More than once Mom slammed on the brakes for a flock of sheep with 
the right-of-way. Both our side-view mirrors have been ripped off due 
to close encounters with other motorists.

My sister Alisa and Greg, her fiancee, sit in the backseat and 
resemble sardines. Their sardine-like state is really their own fault. 
Neither realized washing machines and food are common in Ireland, so 
they packed the bare necessities: enough clothes for a month, dry- 
packed food, and that old travel stand-by, duct tape. Accompanying 
them in the backseat is a huge, heavy-duty backpack leisurely stretched 
out over all of one seat, its metal bars pushing Alisa and Greg closer to
gether. Armed with sketches on napkins, Alisa is the official family his
tory navigator.

Our ancestry is pure Irish; we’re here looking for our roots.
My mother, the exhausted one staring at the road, is from Belfast. She 
met my father twenty-live years ago while visiting her sister in Butte, 
Montana. Dad grew up with stories of Ireland from his four grandpar
ents, who left the country as young adults. After visiting maternal rela
tives in Belfast we came south searching for our paternal connection.

The search through countless cemeteries and churches reveal 
long-dead relatives and questions about our family. Alisa and I study 
names and look through records; Greg has no connection and Mom has 
the Irish inability to understand why we are poking around among 
graves looking for people we never knew. So she wafts in the car and 
drinks tea.

My great-grandmother, Katie Shannon, is from County 
Roscommon and, luckily, here we have some help. My father’s sister, 
Kitte, visited Ireland ten years ago and found Dan Harrington, my
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great-grandmother’s nephew. He lives in Boyle, near the ancestral 
farm; he’s invited us to his home and volunteered to act as our tour 
guide through the countryside. Alisa and I ride with Dan through the 
villages and fields around Boyle. He kills a number of slow-moving 
chickens as he points to the church my great-grandma attended and the 
village dance hall she visited as a teen.
And suddenly we’re here.

I have seen this place before-in my mind’s eye, in the stories 
I heard as a child. I feel at home. In fact, I’m reminded of Montana; 
fields, cows, and few people. This is the Shannons’ farm.

I came to Ireland to find where I come from; to see, hear, and 
smell the same things as my great-grandparents. And now I’m here, 
surrounded by green fields, animals calling to each other in the back
ground, the smell of peat in my nose. And I remember.

In 1892, my great-grandmother Katie left County 
Roscommon, Ireland, forever. As an old woman she refused to return 
and visit what remained of her family; leaving was too painful. One 
hundred three years later, I’m standing where she must have stood as 
she waved good-bye to all that she ever knew.

The farm is surrounded by green fields and shallow hills. Gi
ant cows saunter by, grazing as they go. Across the road, men cut peat 
to heat their homes against the damp climate. The Shannon home is 
now an outbuilding, squat, dingy, and covered by a rusty tin roof. This 
former home is amazingly small-no larger than 11 feet by 14 feet and 
currently a cow shed. The dirt floor is covered with manure and the 
walls are bare except for their now gray whitewash. The hearth disap
peared long ago, but the chimney and fire pit remain, hinting at the 
shed’s previous use. Twelve children were born and raised in this tiny, 
windowless building. Where did they all sleep?

When I was six my Nana, Katie’s daughter, told me I could 
have any book in her house. After searching, I settled on a small green, 
hardbound book, /I Short History of Ireland. I liked it because of the 
large swirly writing inside the cover, “Katie Shannon, Co. Roscommon, 
1892.” The book came from this house and was read by people who 
lived here. When Katie left, I’m sure her parents gave her the book as a 
remembrance of home.

Like many Irish emigrants, Katie left out of necessity. In 
the wake of the economic hardship that plagued Ireland since the fam
ine, Katie’s family simply couldn’t support twelve children. Later, in 
America, she married Joe Thomas who had come from Donegal, a bar
ren land of rock. In order to survive, Joe, his father, and brothers had
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walked lo the sea, gathered seaweed, carried it for miles in baskets, and 
then mixed the seaweed with fertilizer, laying it on the rock to make 
fields for planting potatoes. He told their children that, as a child, he 
never remembered eating anything other than potatoes dipped in salt- 
sweetened water and an occasional fish. Katie chided him, remember
ing ham, vegetables, fish, bacon, and, the ever-present potatoes from 
the fertile Roscommon countryside. Katie’s parents raised cows to pay 
their land debts, but couldn’t afford to feed all their children.

Katie and her older sister, Delia, were chosen to emigrate to 
America because they were the eldest. Katie was sixteen, Delia seven
teen. I once heard someone say that the Irish must not have loved their 
children very much to send them away so easily. Someone who knew 
barked back that Irish children were loved so much that their families 
sent them to other countries to protect them from poverty, overwork, 
and early death.

The night before they left, the Shannons had an “American 
Wake” for their two daughters. The Irish are famous for their wakes, 
characterized by story-telling, great food, the best of drink, and if the 
family can afford it, professional waiters to lament the loss of the loved 
one. When Katie and Delia emigrated to America, they became, in ef
fect, dead. Neither family nor friends expected to ever see them again. 
Family, neighbors, friends, and villagers gathered for the girls’ wake, 
crying bitterly at the loss of two more young people they loved. Katie 
and Delia mourned the misfortune of leaving their home and the cir
cumstances that forced them lo flee. For Katie, her American wake was 
profoundly sad; the whole experience so traumatic, she never returned.

Katie Shannon died twenty-five years before I was born, but 
my Aunt Kitte passes down the words Katie used to describe leaving; 
“My sister and I left in early spring. She was seventeen and I sixteen. 
As we walked away we stopped every little bit to turn and wave to 
Mama and the babies. The last time I saw Mama she was waving, hold
ing one baby on her hip, surrounded by four of my brothers and sisters. 
As we were walking and waving, the hills rose up and we couldn’t see 
Mama anymore-ever again.”

Katie and Delia landed in New York City. They were met by 
cousins and then left New York for Butte, Montana, where still more 
cousins were employed as miners. Katie worked as a maid, met and 
married Joe Thomas, and had eight children, the last at the age of fifty- 
one. They had fifteen grandchildren and thirty-one great-grandchil
dren. Over the years, even while raising their ever increasing brood, 
Katie and Joe paid the passage to America and the journey west for five
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of her brothers and sisters. Katie never wanted for anything in America, 
yet never got over leaving Ireland, her parents, neighbors, and friends.

After visiting Katie’s home, we returned to our bed and break
fast. The hostess asked if I found what I was looking for. After I re
sponded “yes,” she said, “Isn’t it funny we [the Irish] don’t come looking 
for you [the Irish-Americans].” Maybe because those who left lost their 
sense of continuity, of having a place to belong, where family began and 
ended. Hills rose up to hinder their view.

-Kiefy Keane

Tfe Scrapbooks

She sat in her house, probably at the kitchen table, and kept her 
scrapbooks. Newspaper articles were meticulously clipped and pasted 
on the pages. Each piece of paper had its own place; not a fraction of 
an inch was wasted. Her daughters often stood and watched her.

“What are you doing, momma?”
“I’m saving bits of history.”
“Who are you saving them for?”
“My children.”
“But we’re your children, momma. And we’ve already seen ev

erything. You don’t need to save it for us.”
“Maybe not for you, but for your children and their children. 

You are all a part of me. They are my children too.”
“Oh.” They were bored. “Can we go outside to play?”
“Yes, but be home in time to set the table, and Lorraine, you 

and Margie stay out of Mrs. Murphy’s garden. She needs every single 
vegetable for that growing family of hers. “

“Yes, mama.”
Now, over fifty years later, I sit at my kitchen table with the 

scrapbooks my mother has recently handed down to me. The books 
were created by her mother, my grandmother, a woman who died when I 
was five years old. I have only vague and scattered memories of a 
gentle and loving presence in a home that smelled of flowers. What will 
the pages tell me about this woman, Carrie Bailey Flanigan? How much
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of her personality is revealed? I know of her life in West Virginia, 
where the coal mines are never far away. I know she was always photo
graphed in a hat and gloves. I know the facts of her life; the tragedies, 
joys, and the adventures. But what can 1 hope to learn about the woman 
within? What interested her? What made her laugh? What were her 
hopes and dreams? Perhaps she kept the scrapbooks to assist her in her 
vision of a better life. I know the books were important to her. When 
my Grandfather found employment in Portland and, later, the San Fran
cisco shipyards during the War, the family’s belongings were limited to 
one trunk and a suitcase each. The scrapbooks were included in the 
trip.

As I open the first book, I am overwhelmed with one personal
ity: Franklin Delano Roosevelt. The entire book is dedicated to him. It 
only stands to reason, F.D.R. was the central figure of our history in the 
30’s and 40’s. My mother has told me stories of Grandma’s fierce loy
alty to this man—this leader in times of so much tribulation. F.D.R. was 
revealed by the articles as a man; a great man, perhaps, but still just a 
man. This man was facing a life filled with affliction and hardship, both 
in public and private life; he was crippled by polio, yet held an olfice 
that demanded a show of continuous strength. But, he was facing it he
roically. (Did his attainment of greatness in the face of his personal 
tragedies inspire her to face her own hardships with strength?)

When Carrie was only three years old, a neighbor gave her a 
gift of a taffeta petticoat. As little girls do, she “dressed-up” in it and 
swished around the house in her glory. The petticoat brushed through 
the fire in the hearth and Carrie was engulfed in flames. Miraculously, 
her face was untouched by the blaze, but almost fifty percent of her 
body was burned. Her magnificent chestnut curls were gone, the hair 
grew back straight and non-descript. Grandma carried the scars 
throughout her life, but she bore them with dignity.

Facing life with dignity was important to Carrie. She never al
lowed anyone to took down on her; not anyone. Someone once told me 
a story about the time she applied for work at a retail store in town. 
When she introduced herself, the owner said, “With a name like 
Flanigan you must be Catholic. We don’t hire niggers or Catholics.”
She replied, “That is your disgrace, I pity you.” She never shopped in 
that store again, even though it meant a long walk into the neighboring 
town. Yes, I can understand why she loved Roosevelt, the “weakling 
cripple," who led our country through the most grievous of times; and 
why she cheered not only his public triumphs but his private victories 
as well.
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The second book details World War 11. Grandma drew from 
several newspapers hoarding the accounts from all sources. I can feel 
the almost frenzied obsession for facts. Any bit of information was 
treasured. But as 1 read and slowly turn the pages, 1 can feel the goose 
bumps from reading newspaper accounts of battles being fought before 
the outcome was known. My vision blurs with tears as I read of the Ho
locaust taking place, day by day. There is editorial speculation of the 
Nazi retribution for acts of defiance. And, oh, the many acts of bravery- 
and loss, amid the bravery. I find one article about the stars in the win
dows—when a family member left to fight, a star was placed in the win
dow. When he safely returned the star was taken down; if he was killed 
the star became gold. The article relates the story about a woman 
whose husband and three sons answered the call to war. She had four 
gold stars in her window. I recognize the underlying concern compel
ling my grandmother, whose own brother was fighting in the war, to 
dedicate one of her historical scrapbooks to the "war to end all wars." 
My husband left our family to fight in a war, too. But another picture 
slowly begins to appear. And I realize this is not just an account of the 
war, but a picture of people. A cohesive "family" of Americans facing 
adversity and surviving. Even though it was not certain whether we 
would win the war, we knew, as a nation, that we would survive.

It is the third book which intrigues me. The clippings tell stories 
of people; some famous, some unusual, and some just plain folk but 
with a common thread. They all have a story. And the stories are uni
versal; love, sorrow, death and birth, and sometimes silly. No matter if 
the people are rich or poor, "prince or peasant," they are still all human. 
Clippings of a vicious flood in a neighboring town bear a notation, 
“Johnny Dutton moved there. Hope he’s safe.” The clippings chronicle 
the budding romance of Edward VIII and Wallis Simpson. Speculation 
fills several pages until a headline declares, "DUKE OF WINDSOR 
FLEES TO FRANCE AFTER SPEECH!" The other "Royals" dominate 
several pages, including pictures of young Princess "Lisbet," the new 
heir to the throne; then an explosion in a mine captures the focus. 
Throughout the book I see glimpses of history; the Dionne quintuplets 
growing up,. Amelia Earhart preparing for her trip, the Lindberg Baby, 
Fred and Ginger, and the Hindenburg. "How sad, poor Willy is gone," 
marks the headlines of Will Rogers’ death. “I will pray for her” is writ
ten in the margin of a story about a nineteen year old girl who aban
doned her baby on a doorstep because they were starving. Grandma 
must have known the fear of not making ends meet. When my 
grandfather’s mother (my great-gandmother) died of tuberculosis fol
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lowed quickly by Billy, the baby, great-grandfather never recovered 
from the shock. The other five children were going to be split up and 
sent to various relatives. Carrie would hear none of it and they came to 
live with them.

There are other articles, little scraps of serendipity. Shirley 
Temple, Dick Powell (who looked “just like” my Grandfather), a dog 
adopting a litter of piglets, a picture of the world’s largest rodent, the 
end of shoe and butter rationing, a church service on the top of the 
Rock of Gibraltar, and always the current fashions. Carrie loved fash
ions and sewed her own clothing; they were always in style. There are 
clippings about Pope Pious XI, ‘“The Pope of Peace,” and accounts of 
his death and his funeral. And then, of course, the convention of Cardi
nals to elect the new Pope. My grandmother was a convert to the Catho
lic faith. In the midst of Irish in-laws who each wanted to take credit 
for her “salvation,” Grandma was quick to give honor where it was due: 
Bishop Sheen. I remember Sundays at Grandma and Grandpa’s house, 
watching a man, a “priest” in red or at least a red-lined cassock, striding 
across the television screen. Sometimes I would tie my coat or a towel 
around my neck so I could have a cape like his. I would march around 
the living room shaking my finger in imitation of him. My grandmother 
bought me a nun doll, thinking I may have had a calling to be “Sister 
Mary Kathryn.”

As I read, I begin to see a portrait of a woman of strength and 
vision. While she lived in the coal fields of West Virginia, she refused 
to bow to the poverty. The family’s pockets may have been sparse, but 
their spirits were rich. My mother tells me that their homes always had 
flower boxes in the windows and starched doilies on the furniture. Ev
ery day Grandma would scrub the porch, floors and windows trying to 
battle the black soot that inundated every nook and cranny. Grandma 
never did these things to feel superior, but to remind herself that life in 
the coal fields was only temporary. It became a litany in their home. 
“This is only temporary. We shall not be here forever.” Maybe she saw 
other people break under the bleakness of the surroundings or chain 
themselves through debt to “the company store.” Once again, I turn the 
pages and feel the connection with the woman who craved the stories of 
the world and felt compelled to relate them to others. She tried to write 
her stories, but was so humilated by her lack of formal education-as 
the oldest child, she left school after fifth grade, working to support her 
family-that she hid the stories away. As near as I can tell, they have 
been lost in time.

As I sit enveloped in her presence, the door opens and my 
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daughters tumble in. My youngest, the gymnast, is tired and sweaty 
from practice, but chattering about her new accomplishments, and my 
oldest is still exuberant from cheering a winning football team. They 
are so different, but each one carries a spark in herself that I can now 
recognize. They sit beside me as I re-introduce them to their great
grandmother. They are charmed and intrigued by this new knowledge.

“Look! I’m studying about this in history. You mean she was 
alive way back then?”

“Hey, read this! How funny!”
“Wonder why she saved that?”
“She probably had our sense of humor.”
“No, I have hers.”
“Oh yeah? Well she obviously loved history, and that’s my fa

vorite subject.”
“Well, I know what Mom got.”
“...The stories!!” They laugh together.
As the comments and giggles continue, I can hear a whisper

soft chuckle joining in. And I send a loving thank you to my grand
mother, from her children, for the scrapbooks.

Jerrie.

ffiig Moment ‘Evert&sting
Five sleepy pairs of eyes stared out the window at the pouring rain. 

My friends and I had vowed that nothing would keep us from our camp
ing trip, but the rain dampened the town and our spirits. “Well, are we 
ready to go play with the bears?” I asked. Mark, Karilyn, Erin and Jakki 
rolled their eyes in response.

For the last two weeks our parents had told us about bear season 
and the dangers of camping this late in July. A half an hour ago my mom 
had given me twenty dollars to go buy bear spray on our way out of town.
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I had every intention of using the money to help pay for gas. My friends 
and I were sure we would not see a bear. Our lives are not that exciting. 
However, all the discussions about bears have made me paranoid.

When our two vehicle caravan reached the edge of Glacier Na
tional Park, our excitement grew. In only an hour and a half, we would 
reach Bowman Lake. As we wove through the park, I kept my eyes on the 
ever changing landscape. Was that a bear? Oh, it’s only a tree stump. Was 
that? No, it was just a rock.

The sun shone its last light as we arrived at the campground. Be
tween short rain showers, the five of us pitched the tent and promptly 
went to sleep. Before opening the door the next morning, we said silent 
prayers for beautiful weather.

As the clean, cool air hit our faces, we smelled the pine trees and 
clean water. When we looked out at the sky and saw beautiful blue in all 
directions, we celebrated. The sun found its way through the arms of the 
trees and spilled its warm spots of light on the ground. We walked to the 
lake and gazed at the mountains that grew out of the still, clear water.

After enjoying the scenery, we made our way to the trail map. To 
end our debate over where to hike, Erin pointed at the map and said, “Let’s 
do this.” “This” was a 5.8 mile hike to Lower Quartz Lake followed by a 
3.6 mile hike to Upper Quartz Lake. The last stretch was 2.6 miles back to 
camp. Even though Mark was recovering from knee surgery he had six 
months earlier, and the rest of us hadn’t walked more than three miles in a 
long time, we somehow decided this was a great idea. We gleefully went 
back to the tent and packed lunches and a first aid kit and were off to 
conquer the trail.

Two miles in we found the sign: “Caution! Mountain Lion Spot
ted On This Trail.” We looked at each other, apprehension on all of our 
faces, but we continued anyway. Mark, our wilderness encyclopedia, told 
us that mountain lions were known to stock their prey and attack silently. 
To break the tension, I said, “Lions and tigers and bears, oh my!” After 
the nervous laughter subsided, we decided that we should make a lot of 
noise to warn any animals of our intrusion. We talked loudly about the 
lack of subject matter in our conversations and sang any songs we could 
remember. Our variety included country, folk songs, and children’s mu
sic like “John Jacob Jingelhiemer Schmidt.”

Finally, we saw Upper Quartz Lake. About an hour later, we 
reached the shore. We stepped out of the woods into a twenty yard clear
ing that ended at the water’s edge. Jakki, Erin, Karilyn and I sat on the 
tree stump, which served as a bench, and started to eat. Mark took an 
apple and stood facing the trees behind us. While the four of us looked at
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the calm lake and the mountains behind it, Mark froze. “Oh shit! There’s 
a bear.” We all laughed, thinking it was a joke. One look at his face stopped 
our giggles. All five of us turned slowly in the direction of his gaze. 
“Now everybody stay calm.” No one moved. By the waters edge, only 
thirty yards away from us, I saw a 400 pound black bear. As I watched, it 
turned and started walking along the tree line, parallel to the five people 
by the log bench.

I watched it walk through the trees and marveled at the sight of 
it. 1 had never seen a bear in its natural environment. Even though the 
ground was rugged and wild, the bear moved smoothly. Its black fur 
shined off his muscles as they contracted and relaxed. I saw no break in 
the bear’s action when it moved. There was no beginning or end to the 
movement of its paws and it seemed to glide along above the rough earth; 
the bear’s roundness contrasting with the linear trees and mountain sides. 
Its face was round and gentle, like a teddy bear.

The fluid motion stopped as he turned and looked at us. I studied 
the bear’s face in more detail and noticed its warm, brown eyes. They 
filled its sockets with chocolate puddles leaving no room for white. Then 
those brown eyes looked into mine. I could feel the penetration of its 
gaze. The curiosity the bear had toward the humans spoke to me and I 
responded with awe. A wordless understanding passed between us. I was 
no threat to the bear. I fell that I belonged here, in the woods and among 
the mountains. Something deep inside acknowledged the savage part of 
me. I longed to move so gracefully and live so peacefully. I wanted to 
live like the bear and its gaze asked me to join it in the beauty of nature. 
The bear could see I wanted to become part of its world. I was not afraid. 
Not until the bear began coming toward us.

My human nature returned when our gaze broke and I was thrown 
back into the limits of human ignorance. I realized the bear could decide 
at any moment that we would be tasty snacks. The understanding disap
peared and I felt my heart beating overtime. Mark, our voice of reason, 
said, “Okay everyone start making noise, NOW.” Nonsense words tripped 
over each other as the five of us tried to persuade the bear to leave. Jakki 
began singing “John Jacob Jingelhiemer Schmidt,” and finally the bear 
turned and lumbered into its woods.

The bear traveled with us the last six miles. Every cracking twig 
or falling rock was the bear on the attack. Every bird taking flight had 
been startled by the bear. Every shadow held the bear in the darkness and 
everywhere we saw its eyes watching us. We were certain this was an 
event we would tell our grandchildren; one we wouldn’t soon forget. We 
would forever remember the camping trip, the five friends and the bear.
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A few weeks later we were all sitting around at Mark’s house and 
Erin thought we should try to think of an animal that described the rest of 
our friends. I was surprised when he looked at me and said, “For some 
reason, I see you as a bear.” A shiver ran through my body as I recalled 
the instant the bear and I had looked into each other’s eyes. I wondered 
if, during that moment, the bear gave me part of its soul and took with it a 
part of mine.

-Maria Super

(lhe ‘WotCd's (Best Mom

Danny says I’m a creature of habit. I guess that’s true. Every 
morning I have the same routine: sleep late, eat breakfast, and read the 
newspaper. Then I put on my running shoes, climb on my treadmill, and 
flip on the Ham and Elena show for a few laughs while I get healthy. 
Yesterday I almost killed myself due to this supposedly beneficial rou
tine.

I am right on schedule, watching the show, and pounding away 
on the treadmill at my usual reasonable speed, when suddenly there’s 
this fat woman up on stage sitting on a classy sofa with her knees wide 
apart, hamming it up with Hamilton Forge and Elena Stewart. It’s my 
mother-in-law, for God’s sake! Ham is sitting next to her with his arm 
around her, and Elena is fawning all over her from the other side. It’s 
like a nightmare.

"We love you Sophie!" Hamilton cries. “Isn’t she just the 
best? Folks, this is Sophie Popodopolous-that good and lovely lady 
who took us into her home for our first New York Pajama Party Week
end!” He gestures wildly and everybody claps and whistles. I fall 
against the speed controls and find myself running faster than I ever 
have in my life. I finally shoot out under the handlebars and land on 
the TV stand face-to-face with the ugliest woman in the world.

“Isn’t she wonderful?” Ham is saying. “I’ve got to say this, 
folks, take it from me—every one of us should have a mother like this.”
I am choking: the woman is a killer.

“Yes,” Elena squeals, “She is the most dear thing in the world 
and I want her for my mother. Sophie, darling-I’m asking you now in 
front of all these people to come and live at my house with me and my
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two kids and my dog.” Sophie’s eyebrows raise for a fraction of a sec
ond. She hates dogs. I can see her planning already on how to get rid 
of this one. The kids she can do later.

I pull myself up and stagger to the stairs to holler at Danny, 
"Come here! It’s your mother!"

“What,” he says in his slow, brooding voice, “dead at last?” 
“No. My god, Danny, she’s on TV!”
Just as Danny makes it up from the basement where he goes to 

sit in the dark, Ham is repeating: “Everybody should have a mother 
like Sophie.”

I am stunned. If everybody had a mother like her there’d be no 
need for schools anymore. Hospitals, maybe....

Everybody claps again and Ham leans over to kiss that wob
bling old criminal’s cheek. Elena looks like she’s going to cry from 
love for this woman. I think maybe I stumbled on an unscheduled epi
sode of Tales From The Crypt.

Ham goes on to explain how Elena had flipped open the New 
York phone book at random, and, with her eyes closed, poked her finger 
at the first name she came to and dialed it. Then she persuaded the 
woman who answered to let them come to her house for an overnight 
Trust-The-Kindness-Of-Strangers-Pajama-Party promotion. I wonder 
whose idea that was!

I look at Danny. His soft lips hang open. He wipes his nose 
with his good hand and his left eye winks uncontrollably at the set like 
the French inspector in the Pink Panther. He has trouble focusing, but 
he sees her all right. I have often told him, to give him comfort, that he 
doesn’t look anything like his mother.

They are showing footage of Sophie coming to her door in 
Brooklyn, big and gassy as an old tub. She is smiling—really beaming. 
Thai’s the thing. I have never seen this woman smile before. It is aw
ful. The camera flashes back to the set and here she is again, still beam
ing. Her face should crack.

Sophie has got on some giant green dress with a corsage of tiny 
flowers and she keeps looking in the camera and patting Hamilton’s 
knee. They break to a commercial.

Danny sits on the edge of our beat-up couch, his thick shoulders 
hunched forward, his face filled with wonder. How does it happen that 
a woman whose only surviving kid was finally put in a foster home so 
she wouldn’t kill him, ends up on a show like Ham and Elena? How 
does she, believe it or not, end up as the world’s most wonderful 
mother? We had to move all the way to the west coast just so she would
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quit bothering us. And here she is in Hollywood?
This pudge-cuddly performance of hers-spread out there on the

couch next to Hamilton Forge-makes you believe she might be 
somebody’s harmless, hell-of-a cook mom who is wreathed in smiles 
every day of her life. You could almost picture her smothering her chil
dren with love instead of with blankets. Danny says the only thing she 
ever cooked was his hand that time she stuck it in hot grease.

When the show comes back on, the next guest is coming in and 
there’s only a big hollow place in the cushion where Sophie sat. But I 
know what we’re in for: Sophie will be back on the show time after 
time and then we’ll see her doing those high-paid commercials, hawk
ing hamburgers with some old geezer shouting, “Where’s the beef!

Danny turns the set off and heads back to the basement.
I call after him, “Twenty minutes, Danny. Lunch in twenty

minutes...Can’t you stay upstairs long enough to talk to me while I fix 
lunch?”

He comes into the kitchen. We talk.
We talk about whether or not we should warn them. Should we 

tell Elena’s dog what he’s up against? How about the kids for God s 
sake! Who, if they knew what we know, would ever want Danny s 
mother to move in? And if we tell them, does it mean that people will 
be hounding us and that Sophie will find out where we live? There’s a 
lot of angles to consider here....

singhe word is the. best refrain.

-Edgar ftUeti Toe.



‘Waiting
The early morning bombardment aroused me. The shelling 

ceased after sometime. I wrap my right leg over her young, smooth, 
brown thighs and stare at her long, shiny black hair and her petite, dark- 
figure. Home drifts through my thoughts. I long to fish with my father 
again. The partial morning light reminds me of when he and I would 
pack in our old blue and white 1955 Plymouth station wagon ACII the 
necessities for a long day of fishing together in our boat on Long Island 
Sound.

The morning light slowly fills the room we slept in. It is 
morning in Saigon. We share the apartment with three other men from 
my unit and their Vietnamese girlfriends. The four of us have been on 
shotgun detail for the last two weeks. Our unit provides security for 
truck convoys on Highway One and Highway Fifteen out of Long Binh 
and Bien Hoa. The detail like the one we worked in the mountainous 
Central Highlands and along the sandy east coast of South Vietnam.
The war is winding down. Thousands of American troops leave every 
day. I want to go home, to go fishing with my father again, but no, 
orders have come down for us.

She turned over facing me and began to whisper in Vietnamese.
I didn’t understand and I didn’t question her. I just laid there staring at 
the slow-moving paddles of the ceiling fan that sent down a cool breeze 
chilling me.

"You go to base today?” she asked me in English. I shook my 
head "yes.” We could hear Riggens in the other room manipulating his 
tin dope can, preparing for his morning high. I stroked the hair that 
hung loosely over her right eye and debated whether to make love to 
her, but I didn’t. I felt no real love for her, but then what did I know 
about love? All I’ve experienced these past nine months is death and 
destruction; death and destruction of a land and people. However, I did 
feel gratefulness toward her. She gave me comfort and attention, but I 
knew some day I would leave here, I would go home ...eager to forget.

I got up from the bed and went into the other room. Riggens 
sat cross-legged rolling a joint, I sat next to him on the padded bamboo 
mat which covered the wooden floor in the front room. It seemed he 
was not the same Riggens I knew nine months ago, but then none of us 
were the same anymore. He made a final lick across the joint. I lit it for 
him, his large black hands shook uncontrollably. He took his first deep 
draw and passed it to me. Bowens and Glenn were up now. They sat on
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the mat and passed the joint between them.
“We’ve sure been smoking a lot of dope lately, haven’t we?” I 

asked the three. “Yeah, I’m going to miss it after we go home, it’s been 
damn good smoke.” I was disappointed in Bowen’s remark. Why all of 
sudden was I so concerned about how much dope we smoked? I didn’t 
care last night or the night before. This is what Vietnam had become to 
us, go out on missions, make it back, get high and go back out.

From the open French doors I could hear the streets of Saigon 
come alive. Motorcycles whine their way through the clamorous streets 
crowded with pedestrians. Our Vietnamese girlfriends were huddled in 
the kitchen, jabbering away in their native tongue, squatting while they 
cut up fruit for breakfast, occasionally glancing over at us with timid 
giggles. Sometimes my paranoia made me feel that they were the 
enemy.

I arose from the bamboo mat weak and light headed, only to 
find myself face down, knocked over from the close impact of an 
enemy rocket which shook the apartment building. The girls ran into 
the back rooms screaming with fright. It wasn’t uncommon for the 
enemy to shell the city when it was the busiest, when the streets were 
crowded. “We better get to the base,” I told the others, who were

donning their fatigues without hesitation. My morning high vanished. 
“Are we ready?” I asked. “Yeah," they reply. As we head out the door, 
she runs up to me pushing her small frame up close to mine. She tightly 
wraps her arms around my neck. I kiss her hard on the lips. I think she 
was frightened for me and I wanted to tell her I love her, but I didn’t.

The four of us made our way onto the streets, pushing and 
shoving our way through the crowd. We came to the last intersection in 
front of the main gate. The street was littered with debris. The front 
walls of many buildings were blown out. Sitting in the middle of the 
scattered rubble on the street sat a woman clutching the listless body of 
a child, its only movement a twitching of a leg. A few feet away lay the 
bodies of two more children sprawled in a pool of blood. I look at the 
woman, her face was filled with terror. The rumble of jet engines took 
my intentness away from the death on the streets. I watch the freedom 
bird fly up over the building of Saigon. I only want to be on it; going 
home to forget.

--‘William Sedlal^
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Predator
I am the hunter. I stalk my prey with unrelentless ambition. No 

one can escape me. I have come here, because this is my hunting 
ground. This night club, my jungle. There are so many helpless victims 
here, that its almost too easy.

1 strut in the front door, allowing everyone to see me. Any 
other hunter must be hidden, but not me. Letting my prey see me al
ways helps the hunt.

I circle the dance floor a couple of times. I don’t dance, but 
bob my head with the rhythm. I've got rhythm. That is what makes me 
so irresistible. But I’m not in the mood for dancing tonight. Tonight I 
am a beast. A beast on a rampage.

I cruise over to the bar, and order my usual. The bartender here 
knows me, but often pretends that he doesn’t. A clever ploy on his part. 
We don’t want the prey to become suspicious.

He slides me my drink, and says, “Make it quick." Such a 
clever, clever man.

I turn around, and casually lean against the bar with one arm, 
and hold my fish-bowl with the other arm. It’s a big drink. The prey 
likes that. A hunter who can handle his alcohol.

I scan the area again. Oh, yes. The jungle is full of game tonight. 
It will be a busy night for the predator.

Then I spot you, my first victim. You are wearing a tight black 
dress with high heels, sitting at a table looking like you arc waiting for 
someone. I know exactly who you are waiting for.

I slick down my sideburns, fix my wide collar, ruffle my chest 
hairs so you can see them above my mostly-unbuttoned silk shirt. God, 
I’m irresistible. It’s almost not fair.

I stride over to your table, and slide into the booth across from
you.

I raise one eyebrow, and drop the other (a great trick with the 
prey) and say “What’s happenin’ baby?”

You look at me, startled somewhat. I seem to have that effect 
on the hunted. The presence of a hunter always unnerves the hunted.

You continue to stare at me for a while, looking somewhat con
fused.

“I know what you are thinking, baby. What’s a good-looking 
guy like me doing out here alone,” I say as I look side to side, then
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down at my gorgeous body, “Well, tonight is your lucky night.” I 
chuckle to myself. This is so easy.

You hide your excitement well. Its not every day that a stallion 
prances into your life. You smile, and say "Not in your lifetime” and 
walk away.

I’m so amused with your behavior. You really are good at 
playing this game. This game of hard to get. I know it's just a 
ploy, though. Don’t worry, I’ll play along. I stride along behind you, 
careful not to spill my drink. Its not hard to be careful, the agility of a 
hunter is legendary.

“Hey baby, it's no use resisting. I’m the real deal, so now you 
should up the ante.” I don’t know what will get you, my line or my 
smile.

You arc about to say something back, when the bartender 
whistles in my direction. I look over at him, and he signals in the other 
direction, away from you. Then he shakes his fist in the air.

I point to him and wink. I understand. Let this one go. She 
doesn’t deserve me. I survey my domain once again.

Oh, there you are. Dancing with a group of your friends. You 
have a cute, short skirt on, with a white blouse. You are a wild animal, 
like me. I speak your language.

I strut across the dance floor, and when I near you, I begin to 
shake it up. I have always been a good dancer. That is what usually at
tracts my prey. Just like a mating dance, I start thrusting my hips, and 
swinging my buttocks, and the prey are called to me by irresistible in
stinct.

I shake and twist violently, and maneuver into the center of 
your tight group. At first I hear the nervous laughter that is customary 
for seeing a dancer much better than yourself. You are all enraptured 
with my movements. I know how to move. But the time for dancing 
ends quickly. The music ends rather abruptly, but that’s okay. I have 
more important things to do.

“Hey baby. How’s about going over to a booth and making this 
a private party.” I say as I dig a toothpick out of my polyester pants.

You look at me, then at your friends, and mutter something 
about me getting serious. Oh, I’m so accustomed to your little game. 
Don’t you know that? You can’t fool me.

I tell you that you don’t know what you’re missing as I flip the 
toothpick in my mouth, a little trick that has landed me more than one 
trophy.
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You start to walk away with your friends, but I slowly follow 
you, like a tiger silently stalking his prey. I follow you with a devilish 
grin. I am so good.

You and your friends point and laugh, and walk into the ladies' 
room. Damn! That is the one place where you can find safety. The 
only place here where you can escape me. At least that’s what the bar
tender told me last time 1 followed my prey there. I need to be more 
cautious next time.

I walk into the men’s room, pretending like that is where 1 was 
headed the whole time. I walk up to the mirror and take out my extra- 
long, purple comb from my back pocket. I glide it through my heir. I’m 
looking good! The gold chains are as shiny as ever. My silk shirt is 
loose, and hangs nicely over my thin, hairy frame. The prey digs body 
hair. You have always dug body hair.

But enough of staring at myself. There is a hunt on, and the 
night is passing quickly.

I exit the bathroom, and stroll over to a booth. Perhaps I 
should let the prey come to me.

I sit down, alone. That is exactly how I want it for now, until 
the time is right. Then I see you. You are carrying a tray of shot 
glasses, and walking from table to table, serving drinks and collecting 
money. You think that you are here to work, but you aren’t. I know why 
you are here.

I put two fingers in my mouth and whistle for your attention. A 
mating call, if you will. Yet another irresistible, instinctive advantage I 
have over my prey.

Everyone in the club hears my whistle. Good. They all know 
that the hunter is here. I laugh out loud a little bit, and motion you over 
to me. You roll your eyes, and pretend like you have two other tables to 
get to before you get to mine.

You ask me what I want in a rude manner, like always. You are 
the most aware of the prey. That is what will make it so much fun.

“I want a screwdriver and your phone number, honey, and 
make it quick,” I say with an amused chuckle.

You slap my face with your free hand, and tell me that I am a 
loser. You storm off, undoubtedly to get a piece of paper and a pencil. 
My, you are so spunky.

1 turn my attention elsewhere for the time being. A hunter must 
always be on the look for more prey.

Then I see you. You are sitting at a table with your boyfriend.
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He is much bigger than me, but he is obviously not a hunter. As he gets 
up to go to the restroom, he doesn’t have the confident strut like the 
true hunter has. Well, baby. Meet the real beast.

I slowly stride over to your table. You watch the dance floor, 
pretending not to see me. I know you see me. It’s just easier for you to 
pretend, and keep your nerves calm. I know.

I stand next to your chair, and put my arm around you. I lean 
over so you an see down my hairy, attractive chest.

“Hey baby. Let’s blow this joint and go have our own little
party.”

You look at me with a look of horror on your face. I know what 
you’re thinking.

Don’t worry. I’ve brought protection.
I whip my condoms out of my pocket and flash them in front of 

your face. I have several colors and textures. Bright colors attract fe
males. That is what I have always been told.

“Don’t worry baby. I’ll take good care of you.”
You scream, and put your head in your hands and start to cry. 

You are very creative, but honey, I’ve seen this one before, too.
I’m just about to rub your shoulders when I feel a tap on my 

shoulder.
I fix my collar. Another victim must be getting jealous. 1 spin 

around to see four knuckles a few inches from my face. I hear a loud 
pop, and the world goes dark.

* * * *

I slowly caress your smooth sides. You are so smooth and cool 
to the touch. I have been waiting for a long time for this, and now I’m 
ready to have you.

I open the lid and take a long guzzle from the beer can as I hold 
an ice-pack to my nose. My television is on, and the late show has just 
come on.

I am a hunter, back in my den. Tonight I will rest and tomorrow 
night I will hunt again. Next time, I won’t be so careless. Next time, I’ll 
keep an eye on the bathroom door.

--‘Tyson ‘Jtimter
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Artes causa Artis

Ttenim omnes artes quae ad fvumanitatem 
pertinent habent quoddam commune vincuCum et 

quasi cognatione quadam inter se continentur.

—Cicero




